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South Fulton Factions Lose
Write-in Campaign Shuffle
In spite of a quiet, but vigorous write-in campaign
on the part of two separate South Fulton political fac-
tions, the voters in that Tennessee city reaffirmed the
results of the primary in October when they went to the
polls on Tuesday. While his backers revealed that 0. L.
Lamascus took no part in the write-in campaign to de-
feat encumbent Mayor Milton Counce, 221 persons cast
their vote for him. Counce defeated Lamascus in the
primary by 37 votes. It was one of the closest margins
by which Counce has ever been elected to the office
which he has held for six, two-year terms. He begins his
seventh term.
At the same time, two write-in
candidates for City Councilman,
who purportedly would have lined
up with the Counce faction had
they been erected, got defeated in
the write-in bid. J. D. Faulkner,
who ran as an independent in the
election cm Tuesday was defeated
for the post as he was in the
primary election. M. M. Matlock,
whose name did not appear an
the ballot in the primary, but who
received more than 150 write-in
votes then, was similarly defeated
Tuesday. He too, ran as inde-
Jottings
From
jo's
Notebook
During those beautiful, sun-
shiny days of the summer, when
the necessity to do certain "in-
side" jobs around the house be-
came more urgent every day, I'd
say to myself, "I'll do them when
the weather is too bad to work in
the garden outdoors." Then, when
the bad days of winter came
along, I'd be involved in some
crther more pressing activity and
the "inside" jobs remained un-
done until the Spring when of
course, I wanted to be up at
dawn, and digging around in the
flowers, weeds and dog pounds.
As Paul and the children well
know, the "inside" job was put
off again until capricious Mother
Nature brought winter on again.
It's been going on like that for
years.
Two "inside" jobs have been
top on my winter agenda for
much too long. Little by little, I
have whittled away until I can
see the light of day on one of
them, but the dark day of de-
spair is still on another of them.
The one getting the preferential
treatment is a compilation of
some of the zaniest experiences
of this hectic life of mine. Some
of the most pleasant and hilarious
stories have appeared in this col-
umn from time to time. A good
deal of time has been taken going
back through the files of the
News. Other experiences, too ri-
diculous for a so-called intelli-
gent newspaper editor to print are
being put together. If the weather
outside is frightful this winter,
and the energy inside is willing,
I'll have "Screws Loose And
Fancy Free," well on its way to
publication come the dogwood
blossoms.
The other "inside" job that is
even more pressing than the
"Screws Loose" department is
bringing into current status our
family scrapbook. That project is
so far behind that now I can't tell
the exact age of the children in
the various photographs that we
have and that I want recorded in
chonological order. The children
seem to remember better than I
do, but there are so many pictures,
so many clippings, so many me-
rnemtoes that even at five o'clock
in the morning I decided that it is
a hopeless job. So you know what
I've decided to do. I've decided to
do something historic. This might
be a suggestion to you also, if the
weather gets too bad for outside
activities.
I am going to get together a
scrapbook of the tragedy that be-
fell out Nation within the past
two weeks. Most of us, of course
have viewed the television and
radio accounts of the tragedy,
but many years from now, as our
grandchildren review the history
of our times, it may mean some-
thing to them to have than go
back and read the billions of
words and thousands of pictures
that were published of the trag-
edy. I think that the Courier-
Journal must have the same thing
in mind. In the event that you do
not subscribe to that newspaper,
you may be interested to know
that an eight-page section of the
paper has been compiled contain-
Continued on Page Six
pendent in the general election.
According to reliable reports
reaching the News, one faction al-
legedly sought to have 0. L. La-
mascus as Mayor with Harold
Henderson, Arthur Matheny, John
Bland and B. B. Jones as Coun-
cilmen. The other faction alleged-
ly was lined up to have Mayor
Counce serve with M. M. Mat-
lock, J. D. Faulkner, Bobby Mat-
thews and Rex Ruddle.
In an interview with one of the
victorious councilmen Wednesday
the candidate said: "The election
is over. All of us sought to elect
what we thought would be a
harmonious group of officials to
work with. The people have made
their choice. The next thing to do
is to forget the election and all
of us start working together on
January first for the good of
South Fulton and the twin cities."
Counce was reelected by a vote
of 309 to 0. L. Lamascus' 221.
Harald Henderson, Bobby Mat-
thews, Rex Ruddle and Arthur
Matheny were reelected to coun-
cil posts. They were joined by
John Bland and B. B. Jones.
The vote: Henderson 460; Ma-
theny, 407; Bland, 390; Jones, 344;
Matthews, 333; Ruddle, 314; Mat-
lock, 262 and Faulkner, 219.
Elks To Make
Charity Giving
Happy Endeavor
The Elks Club of Fulton is go-
ing to make giving to charity a
more pleasurable event than
usual. This year the organizationis sponsoring a benefit dinner to-
night (Thursday) at the Park
Terrace when guests can enjoy
holiday fellowship, hear a dy-
namic speaker while giving to the
needy at the same time. The din-
ner starts at 7 p. m.
Hoping to raise sufficient funds
to buy new clothing, shoes, and
other wearing apparel for the un-
fortunate families of the area,
they instituted this money-raising
endeavor for the first time this
year. School leaders, ministers
and other interested persons will
be contacted for the names of de-
serving persons to receive the
gifts of wearing apparel.
Tom Waller, immediate past
president of the Kentucky Bar
Association and well known Pa-
ducah attorney, will be the guest
speaker.
WELCOME!
The Twin Cities extend a cordi-
al welcome to Dr. Lycle R.
Behiends and his family. Dr. Be-
Mends and his wife are chiro-
practors and will practice in the
Graham Building in the allfice
formerlly occupied by the De-
partment of Public Welfare.
AT MEETING!
Howard Bondurant, official
delegate from the Fulton area,
and Kenneth Houston represent-
ing the cwperative's retail outlet
in Fulton, attended the 40th an-
niversary of at Richmond, Va.,
recently.
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We Thank You, Too, Mr. Lally
NATIONAL BANANA
ASSOCIATION
604 American Bank Building
New Orleans, Louisiana 70130
November 21 1963
Mr. Nathan Wade President
Banana Festival Inc.
Fulton Kentucky
Dear Nathan:
First pardon my delay in ex-
pressing to you, to the members
of the committee, and to my many
new friends of Fulton for all of
the courtesies extended me on
my visit during the International
Banana Festival.
Frankly, Nathan, it is hard to
find words to express my opinion
of the wonderful job that you and
your committee and all of the
co-workers did for Fulton and
South Fulton, and, of course, for
the Banana Industry. This, to my
mind, was outstanding; it was
fabulous! I never dreamed that
your people could put together -
in such a short time - such a mag-
nificent performance. The decora-
tions in both, Fulton and South
Fulton, the beauty pageant, the
parade, the banana shoot and the
bake-off, were all outstanding,
and, needless to say, that your
success in securing the services
of N. B. C. and Miss America ad-
ded to your outstanding efforts.
My congratulations, again, to the
little girl who was responsible for
N. B. C.
We, of the National Banana As-
sociation, are deeply appreciative
to you and your committee for
such a splendid job; of course,
the help of Larry Metcalfe and
Jahn Bohan added, I am sure, to
the overall outstanding success.
With warmest regards and best
wishes to you and especially to
your dear wife, I am,
Sincerely,
Ralph C. Lally
Railroad Firemen Demand
25% Increase In Salary
The Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen and En-ginemen—the key operating union in the current work
rules dispute—has served demands on the nation's rail-road for a 25 per cent wage increase.
Also among demands served
Sunday by the 78,000-member
union were supplemental pensions
and company-paid health cover-
age. The Brotherhood of Locomo-
tive Engineers previously asked
the nation's railroads for pay in-
creases.
In Washington, a spokesman for
the American Association of Rail-
roads said the organization would
have no comment pending a
study of the demands.
An arbitration board issued re-
commendations Tuesday that could
involve the elimination of up to
33,000 firemen's jobs.
The five operating unions and
the railroads were to settle wages
and other issues between them-
selves under the Emergency Rail
Arbitration Law passed by Con-
gress in August to halt the threat
of a strike then. The arbitration
board was given only the firemen
and train crew issues to settle.
Failure of negotiations could re-
sult in the dispute going back to
Congress Feb. 25, the expiration
date of the Rail Arbitration Law.
H. E. Gilbert, president of the
BLF&E, said wage adjustments
for locomotive engineers, locomo-
tive helpers (firemen), hostlers
and hostler helpers represented by
the brotherhood were long over-
due.
Gilbert said the last wage in-
crease became effective March 1,
1961. He said the railroad indus-
try is operating at near-peak pros-
perity despite official management
statements to the contrary.
Included in the wage demands
was a stipulation for a daily earn-
ings minimum of $40 for engineers
and $35 for firemen in all classes
of road service.
School Leaders Favor I_MA CU= ea; eiling
On Local District School Tax Assessment
Microfilm Centel'
Margaret I. King Library Number 49University of Kentucky 
Lexington, Ky.
W. L. Holland, superintendent of the Fulton Inde-pendent School District is among the prominent Ken-tucky School leaders who heartily favors an increase ofthe $1.50 maximum school tax which local boards canlevy without formal approval by the voters. "The flexi-bility of property assessments is a constant problem
with school boards," he said citing the fact that for the
current school year the local board received $8000.00less in tax money than the year before. Mr. Holland
stated that the State school revenue program reducedthe shortage, "but we are still several thousand dollarsshort of last year's revenue," he said.
The shortage was caused by a
percentage decrease in the over-
all property assessment. Current-
ly local property assessed for
school taxes is 28.9 of the value of
real estate, 27.9 for tangible pro-
perty and 49 percent for fran-
chise.
While the maximum that local
school boards can charge for
school taxes is $1.50 for each $100
of property assessment, the local
school board is charging $2.00,
under a Statute that grants them
this rate for general school opera-
Woman's Club
Program To Be
On Dramatics
The Woman's Club general
meeting will be held Friday, De-
cember 6, 2:30 P. M. at the Club
House. E. Shaw Robinson, teach-
er of Literature and Dramatics
at the University of Tennessee,
Martin, will present a program
"Ask About the Star." Students
participating will be Linda Mar-
tin, Millington; Charlotte Cun-
ningham, Bruceton; Andy Gard-
ner, Union City; J. T. Patterson,
Memphis; Joe Stroud, Martin and
Billy Redmond, Pineville, Ky.
The Drama and Literature De-
partment with Mrs. Ernest Card-
well as chairman, are hosts of the
meeting. Members are urged to
attend.
SHOP EARLY FOR CHRISTMAS
Breathitt Inauguration Promises To Top
Records For Size Of Parade, Attendance
The inaugural parade for Gov.-
elect Edward T. Breathitt Jr. is
shaping up as the largest in his-
tory for an incoming governor.
R. S. Stokley, chairman of in-
augural preparations, said 150
units, representing more than half
of Kentuckys 120 counties, will
march in the Dec. 10 parade.
When Gov. Bert Combs took of-
fice four years ago, there were
68 units to add fanfare to the
ceremony.
The inaugural parade will start
at 10 a. m. on West Main Street in
downtown Frankfort, move west
to Capitol Avenue and then -march
past the reviewing stand in front
of the State Capitol Building.
It will set the stage for the
swearing in of Breathitt as Ken-
tucky's 47th governor.
Leading the parade will be a
band from Christian County,
Breathitt's home county. A band
from Hickman County—home of
Lt. Gov.-elect Harry Lee Water-
field—will be second.
After the parade is over, Christ-
ian Circuit Judge Ira Smith will
administer the oath of office to
Breathitt, a 39-year-old Hopkins-
villa attorney who defeated Re-
publican Louie B. Nunn for the
governorship.
Stokrey and others in charge of
inauguration plans are staying
away from making a crowd esti-
mate prior to the ceremonies.
They estimated 100,000 would at-
tend Combs inauguration, but less
than half that number showed
up.
But each inauguration gets big-
ger and bigger, and the Dec. 10
crowd probably will snap all re-
cords.
The crowd probably will see
only a symbolic swearing in of
Breathitt. If the governor-elect
follows tradition, he will take the
oath of office privately shortly af-
ter midnight.
Smith, 74, said he thought
Breathitt would decide to be
sworn in privately.
Smith nominated Breathitt's
uncle; James Breathitt, for gov-
ernor at the 1931 Democratic
convention, which eventually
chose Ruby Laffoon as the nom-
inee.
Former Gov. Lawrence Wether-
by will preside at the inaugura-
tion ceremony. Among those(Continued on page Twelve)
tions. The 50 cents additional was
approved by local voters.
A little more than $1 in every$3 of school money is obtained on
the local level, primarily from
property and franchise taxes.
The Kentucky Education Asso-
ciation wants the 1964 Legislature
to increase the $1.50 maximum
school tax.
The Kentucky Sclfool Boards
Association and the Kentucky
Congress of Parents and Teachers
want a $2 ceiling.
The proposed increase is tie<
to an assessment program. Stab
wide, property is assessed fa
taxation at an average of slightly
less than 28 per cent of its
marketable value. School interests
want a stabilized assessment
ratio, a minimum crf 30 per cent.
Property in the state's most
populous area, Louisville and
Jefferson County, has been re-
assessed the last two years and
brought to a 38 per cent ratio.
Kentucky's over-all bill for its
public schools the last fiscal year
was approximately $222 million.
Department of Education fig-
ures show $82.96 million came-
from local taxes.
The state put up $110.55 mil-
lion, most of it under its mini-
mum foundation program. The
federal government contributed$6.77 million, the bulk to school
districts near military bases and
other federal installations. In
such situations, the Federal goy-
- eminent helps pay to educate de-
pendents of its employes.
A small amount of school
(Continued on page Twelve)
Paducah Native Appointed
Chief Breathitt Assistant
William . E. Bivin, Frankfort,
will be chief executive aide to
Edward T. "Ned" Breathitt when
Breathitt becomes governor De-
cember 10, the Governor-elect
announced Sunday.
Bivin, an assistant to Cover-
no Bert T. Combs, was executive
assistant to Lieutenant Governor
Wilson W. Wyatt before joining
Combs' staff in 1962.
Breathitt also announced that
Edward Fossett of Frankfort,
chief administrative assistant to
Combs, will remain as chief legis-
lative aide through the regular
session of the 1964 General As-
sembly.
Bivin was a legislative analyst
for the Legislative Research Com-
mission from 1957 to 1959 and an
assistant State attorney general
in 1960.
Bivin, 35, is a native of Padu-
cah and a 1946 graduate of Pa-
ducah Tilghman High School. He
received a bachelor-of-arts de-
gree from Western Kentucky
State College and was graduated
from the University of Kentucky
Law School.
As a fellow of the Southern
Regional Training Program in
Public Administration, Bivin did
graduate work in political science
at the Universities of Alabama,
Tennessee, and Kentucky.
(Continued on page six)
THERE'S NOTHING LIKE A GOOD FRUIT CAKE for Christmas, gay
the above trio of Civitan Club members whose organization is again
sponsoring the sale_of this delicious holiday treat. (From left, above):
Karl Kimberlin, treasurer, Tom Kelky, Civitan president and Wayne
Emerson, fruit cake chairman, demonstrate their wares. Cakes are
available in 1, 2, and 3-lb sizes at various downtown firms or from
club members.
Annual B & PW Christmas Party Is Fun Time For Busy Local Ladies
It's Christmas party time and the Business and Business Women's Club held its an-
nual, gay event Tuesday night at the Park 'Terrace. A News photographer caught
Gladys Simpson, Moselle Green and Eleanor Male distributing gifts to the members.
In the center photo, Elizabeth Joyner showed some real delight and surprise at the
gift she received. Elizabeth was welcomed as a new member. Behind her are Nhva
Jackson and Ruth Scott. In the other photo Amaline Hamra, left and Rarnelle Pigue
enjoy the costume Madge Patterson wore to relate a delightful Christmas story. Ama-
line was program chairman for the evening and Ramelle is president of the club.
Mobile X-Ray Unit
Here December 10th
The mobile chest X-ray unit
will be at the Fulton County
Health Department on December
10 from 10 a. m. to 12 noon and
from 1 p. m. to 3 p. m.
All persons who have not had
this X-ray within the past year
are urged to take advantage of
this. Those under the age of 20
desiring the X-ray must have a
written orcer from their private
physicia
LETS SHOW 'EM!
Were you one of those shutter-
bugs during the Banana Festival?
If you were Nathan Wade invites
you to let the Civitan Club have
the film for awhile. Plans are
being made to have a "photo-
graphic field day" of Festival pic-
tures. Bring 'em out and show 'ern
up.
SHOP EARLY FOR CHRISTMAS
•Pler&
Governor Bert Combs Has Left His Footprints
On The Future Of Kentucky's Great Progress
As the City of Frankfort, Ken-
tucky bustles with the frenzy and en-
thusiasm preparatory to the inaugu-
ration of a new Governor, a quiet and
unassuming family prepares to leave
the Governor's residence to make
their future home in Lexington, Ky.
For the past several weeks now a
small staff of workers has been pack-
ing the personal and private papers
of Bert Thomas Combs, who has serv-
ed the Commonwealth as Governor
with distinction. The measure of that
distinction, may not come in the im-
mediate future, but there can be no
doubt that Governor Combs fulfilled
the concept of a statement that he
made in March, 1960.
Said Governor Combs:
"I would like to leave some sort
of track showing that I've been here."
Tracks he left, of that there can
be no doubt. But it was not alone in
Frankfort that he left them. From the
Breaks of Sandy to Madrid Bend, the
footprints of Bert Combs' program of
growth are clearly planted in his
every program of progress and de-
velopment.
* • a *
In the small cities and the large
ones there is something to remind
Kentucky citizens that "Bert Combs
was here." And in the four long, ardu-
ous and hard working years that he
was Governor there is no doubt that
he was asked for more roads, jobs,
and political favors than any other
head of State in history. He perhaps
travelled more miles by air and car,
ate more barbecue, crowned more
queens, attended more dedications
and slepieless than any public official
in modern times.
The reason for this amazingly
heavy schedule is because Bert Combs
did not shirk even the tiniest request
made of him. He welcomed it. He went
out and looked for things to do as if
to do what he advocated so many
times during his two campaigns: "a
day's work for a day's pay."
In many of his speeches Bert
Combs often remarked: "I'd rather be
an outstanding failure than a medi-
ocre do-nothing." If he encountered
failures, as surely he did in his vari-
ous endeavors, it can never be said
that he did so without at least trying
to do what he believed should have,
or could have been done.
Shortly after Governor Combs
issued his anti-bias executive order
be called this writer to ask what re-
action the order was having in this
section of the State. Knowing that he
wanted to hear the real facts, instead
of receiving some information that
might have softened the impact of
the criticism he was receiving, we
told him: ,
"Your action may make you a
hero when you're dead, but you're a
rather unpopular gent in some quar-
ters around here." When asked why
he issued the order and if he was
pressured to do so he said:
"No, I kept my own counsel. I
have information that race demon-
strations are planned in many sec-
tions of the State. I had rather take
the criticism for issuing the order
than to have our citizens witness riots
and bloodshed."
Some observers point to the anti-
bias order as a near fatal blow to the
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gubernatorial candidacy of Edward
T. "Ned" Breathitt and an even more
serious blow to the Combs image and
record as a good and great Governor.
But Bert Combs was not thinking of
political immortality when he issued
the order. He was concerned with the
reputation of his beloved State and
the welfare of a group of its citizens,
whom he thought were entitled to
equal rights under the Constitution
of the United States of America.
The big programs of his Admin-
istration are monuments to his vis-
ion; the sales tax, mental health, edu-
cation, road-building and tourist and
travel programs have brought nation-
wide acclaim to the Commonwealth.
But Bert Combs was just as concern-
ed with "little things" to make a
greater Kentucky as he was the giant
sized pursuits.
He was just as keen on having
Kentucky look beautiful as he was on
having it move forward. Well do we
recall the many times we strolled
around the grounds of the executive
residence and the Capitol to enjoy
the hundreds and hundreds of flowers
he had ordered planted there for all
to enjoy. The floral clock, a sure tar-
get for political barbs, proved what
Bert Combs felt in his heart that "a
thing of beauty is a joy forever." Be-
sides the beauty of the clock, the de-
sire of visitors to throw coins into the
fountain beneath the clock has given
joy untold to underprivileged citi-
zens, mostly children, in playground
equipment, toys and improvements
to many of the State's institutions.
While many newspaper stories
during his term of office reported
that "close advisors to the Governor
said," the truth of the matter is that
Bert Combs was something of a
"loner" when major policy decisions
were to be made. True, he discussed
many important matters with his
cabinet and close friends. But we
came to know that Governor Combs
had already made up his mind about
many such matters before he "touch-
ed base" with a lot of people. He was
the least buck-passing high govern-
ment official we ever saw.
He was no "sectional" governor.
Though he would have been immense-
ly justified in greater improving the
economy and living conditions of his
eastern Kentucky mountains, to the
exclusion of other programs in other
parts of the State, Bert Combs dis-
tributed State programs as equally
as was humanly possible. If future
governors do as well, someday the
eastern Kentucky region will be on
a par with its more fortunate neigh-
bors.
We think that a story we learned
last week in Frankfort pretty well
sums up the character and attitude of
Bert Thomas Combs. His close asso-
ciates were being beseiged for gifts
ideas to give the Governor as a token
of the esteem in which he is held as
a leader and a friend. Each proposal
made to him received the same an-
swer: "I don't need any kind of gift
for doing the things I did. I only wish
I could have done more."
There is no way to measure the
greatness of Combs as a governor, or
his loyalty to his friends and his Com-
monwealth. But so vast have been
his programs for good, that Bert
Thomas Combs may live to see the
fruits of his labors come to him as a
just reward during his life-time.
We hope so! He deserves every
accolade that can come his way.
CONFIDENCE AND COURAGE
A great deal of talent is lost in
this world for the want of a little cour-
age.
—Sydney Smith
The bravest thing you can do
when you are not brave is to profess
courage and act accordingly.
--Corra Harris
Confidence is a plant of slow
growth.
STRICTLY BUSINESS by Mcrvatters
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"You'll feel better, Dear, after you've chewed
out a few employes!"
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31 An historical review of the Civil War day by day in Ken-
100 Years Ago This Week
tuck', as reviewed by the Kentucky Civil War Commission
By JOE JORDAN
One hundred years ago this
week a detachment of 150 Con-
federate cavalrymen took Mt.
Sterling, burned the Montgomery
County courthouse and a separate
building housing the clerk's of-
fices, released prisoners from the
jail, and "captured" 100 horses.
(The word "captured" is quoted
from Collins' "History of Ken-
tucky.") That was all accomplish-
ed without a fight although, as
newspaper accounts emphasized,
an entire regiment of _Federal
troops was quartered "a mile and
an eighth" from town.
That was the fourth time dur-
ing the calendar year 1863 that
Mt. Sterling had been in Con-
federate hands. On one of the pre-
vious occasions, in March, Col.
Roy S. Cluke of Morgans com-
mand had taken it after four
hours of hard fighting during
which several buildings were set
on fire to drive out their defend-
ers.
Six officers of Kentucky regi-
ments of the Union Army were
dismissed from the service "on
orders from Washington City."
They were a major, a captain,
and four lieutenants. Two had
been accused of disloyalty; the
others were charged variously
with cowardice, drunkenness, or
"abandoning company in the face
of the e.nemy."
Brig. Gen. John Hunt Morgan
and Capt. Thomas H. Hines, two
of seven Confederate officers who
during the previous week had es-
caped from Ohio state peniten-
tiary at Columbus, were making
their way through Kentucky, as-
sisted by Confederate sympathi-
zers in every county they passed
through. A contemporary wrote of
Morgan and his progress through
his home state, "Everybody vied
with each other as to who should
show him the most attention . . .
and young ladies of refinement
begged the honor of cooking his
Meals." Among those who did not
recognize the general traveling in
civilian clothes, he sometimes
passed as a government contractor
buying cattle ; at other times he
said he was a quartermaster or
inspector.
Back at Columbus, the Kentuck-
ians who had not escaped from
the prison when Morgan and his
six captains left were put under
stricter rules. Formerly they had
been permitted to be together
during the day and locked up in
individual cells only at night. Now
they were kept in their cells all
the time except when they were
marched to their meals and back,
and they could not speak while
at the table. The cells were so
small that in each of them the bed
took up half the floor space. Basil
Duke, who was there, later wrote:
"The only method we had of ex-
ercising was to step sideways
from one end of the cell to the
other. It was intensely cold."
Union Army soldiers were put
on duty inside the prison, re-
placing civilians who had been
prison guards when criminals
were confined in the building and
had stayed on when Confederate
officers weer sent there. Duke
wrote: "None of us had imagined
that we could welcome the pres-
ence of Federal soldiers with so
much satisfaction. The difference
in the tone and manner of the
soldiers . . . made it a relief."
Questions And Answers For
VETERANS AFFAIRS
This year's income reporting
time starts again in December for
22,697 disabled veterans and
17,296 dependents of deceased
veterans receiving VA pensions in
Kentucky, Olney B. Owen, Man-
ager of the Veterans Administra-
tion Regional Office in Louisville,
Kentucky, explained today. Along
with their November checks, all
VA pension recipients will receive
income questionnaire cards.
The early distribution of the
questionnaires will enable those
with fixed or no incomes to re-
turn the cards at once, Mr. Owen
said. Those having changing in-
comes or earnings may have to
wait until they receive a W-2 Tax
Withholding Form from their em-
ployers in January. Persons on
the rolls under the new pension
law that became effective July 1,
1960, must also complete a net
worth item required by law in
addition to their income. Pension
payments will be suspended if the
completed forms are not returned
to the VA by January 31, 1964.
As the cards are processed by
machine, they should not be fold-
ed, trimmed, or mutilated. They
should be returned promptly to
the address shown in the upper
right hand corner of the card. All
blocks on the income question-
naire cards must be completed,
and if there is nothing to be re-
ported in any item, the word
"None" should be written in that
item on the form.
As compensation for service
connected disabilities and service
connected deaths is not based on
income, those veterans or depend-
ents other than dependent parents
receiving compensation will not
receive income questionnaires,
Owen added.
Questions and Answers
Q—Why should veterans, phy-
sicians or others always have the
veteran's C-number ready when
writing or making a long distance
call to the VA on behalf of a vet-
eran?
A—There are many, many Vet-
erans with the same or similar
names in the list of more than
22,000,000 veterans serviced by
VA. With no information avail-
able except the name, it is diffi-
cult or impossible to identify the
proper record or to locate the re-
cord in the files.
Q—Can a war orphan who has
his entrance into training delaYed
or interrupted by military service
have his completion date extend-
ed? 1
A—Yes. He has five years from
the date of his first release or dis-
charge from military service in
which to complete his training.
Q—Which State has the most
living veterans and which has the
least?
A—As of July 1, 1963, Califor-
nia with 2,303,000 living veterans
had the largest veterans popula-
tion of the 50 states. Alaska with
24,000 had the smallest.
SHOP EARLY FOR CHRISTMAS
United States accuses Soviet
of space secrecy.
Military assured role in major
defense contracts.
DR. LYLE R. BEHRENDS
CHIROPRACTOR
311 1-2 Main St. Fulton, Ky.
TELEPHONE 2118
HOURS: 8:30-12:00-1:00-5:00
SHOP EARLY FOR CHRISTMAS
Parts For All Electric
Shavers Al:
ANDREWS
Jewelry Company
VAN I—IEUSENI°
FOR CHRISTMAS
MEANS GIFTS
GALORE!
Dresswear, sportswear, and accessories. Shirts, ties,
slacks, sportswear, pajamas—ail wrapped to the
king's taste. Giftwear galore by "the makers of the
world's smartest men's wear." The perfect answer to
any woman's Christmas list dilemma.
iM Wealth'Son4
Lake Street
Telephone
Talk
- BY
JIM CHAMPION
A HUMAN VOICE FIRST SPANNED THE ATLAN-
TIC by radio telephone in 1915. The first satellite-trans-
mitted telephone call crossed the Atlantic in 1962. Less
than half a century separates these two "firsts" yet they
represent greater progress in communications than in all
the rest of human history. And we're still going strong.
Every year brings new communications miracles to home
and office!
* *
THE BIG DAY IS ALMOST HERE. Plans are well
under way for parties, dinners, presents, surprises of all
kinds. And most of them mean lots of work for the lady
of the house. May we suggest a very personal way to cele-
brate Christmas. No work . . . not much time required . . .
very little cost. Telephone calls to friends and relatives
near and far! Send your good wishes over the miles by
telephone. The sound of voices we love is the very nicest
kind of gift to give or to receive.
• * •
ALEXANDER GRAHAM BELL would be interested in
the things going on at Abilities, Inc., a manufacturing
company near New York City. Every one of over 400
employees is handicapped in some way. The company
originally started ten years ago with four employees with
just one good leg and five arms among them! A big part
of the work they do is for Western Electric, supplier of
Bell System communications equipment. Mr. Bell's inter-
est in helping the handicapped grew out of his work with
deaf people. And out of this grew his interest in the whole
field of communications.
* * *
MYSTERY. A woman in New Or-
leans couldn't understand why her
friends complained that she often
picked up her phone when it rang
and then didn't answer. So she kept
an eye on the phone. Seems that a
cat whose naps were being disturbed
had learned to knock the receiver off the hook with his
paw, then take up his nap where he'd left off. The problem
was solved when the bell chime was installed. Now the
cat purrs when the chime chimes. Both lady and cat are
enjoying the new sound of their telephone.
• • *
Your friends at Southern Bell hope you
and your family have the Merriest Christmas
and the Happiest New Year ever! •
hi
di
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CLIPPING COWS FOR
CLEANER MILK
The clipping of dairy cows is
one of the essentials of dairying.
Clean, pure milk can seldom be
produced from udders with long
hair. It is almost impossible to
sterlize an udder with long hair
in the short time most of us have
in preparing the cows for milking.
Most graded milk markets require
producers to practice clipping,
however, whether you are selling
on the fluid market, for manu-
facturing milk or just using the
milk at home, you should always
clip the cows. It will result in a
higher quality product!
All dairymen, whether large or
small have problems in producing
milk. Shall we look at some of the
advantages of clipping and may-
be you will recognize some of
your trouble spots. First, clipping
reduces sediment by removing
dirt catching and bacteria infested
TV
SERVICE
REPAIRS
Antennas Installed
ROPER
TELEVISION
906 Main Phone 307
long hair; next, clipping lowers
bacteria count. Long hair har-
bors bacteria as well as other
foreign materials and the bacteria
cannot be strained from the milk
as would a leaf or stick that just
happened to fall into the bucket.
It just stands to reason that the
shorter the hair, the fewer the
bacteria can climb on. Clipping
saves time and labor, because of
the short hair, udcfers are easily
cleaned with bacterial solutions.
This makes the job of preparation
much faster and easier. Clipping
also aids in controlling lice. In
tests made at the University of
Wisconsin it was proven that over-
all clipping was a step in the right
direction in the lice control pro-
gram. We do not clip all the cows
in this area as they did in Wiscon-
sin, we do, however, clip four
stripes down the back of the cow.
This, entomologists tell us, is the
highway of the lice to moisture
sources, and when the long hair
is removed they leave.
Here are the areas of the cow
most commonly clipped: First the
tailhear and tail, cropping the
switch about hock high; then the
rear udder and the inside of the
legs. Next clip as far as can be
reached under the belly and fore
udder. Now with the clipper on
edge, mark a line from the milk
well to the hook bone. Clip the
flank and the three or four stripes
down the back for Mr. Louse and
you are through. Keep the clip-
pers against the cow at all times
and NEVER stand bWiind the
cow . . . always to one side. Dip
clippers often in a 50-50 solution
of kerosene and oil. This will keep
the blades clean and sharp long-
er.
Remember this, the cleaner the
product you sell to the plant, the
cleaner the product that goes on
the market, thus a higher quality
product for your company to sell.
This will make your market
stronger in this era of competi-
tion. Clean milk is just sound
business in dairying!
Murray Boy Is
Big Talker Of
Farm Bureau
Miss Sharon Lee Wilson, 17,
Manitau, and Jerry Edwards
Chiles, 17, Falmouth, were named
Farm Bureau king and queen at
the 44th annual convention of
FB.
Miss Wilson is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Wilson.
Chiles is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
James A. Chiles.
Another highlight of the eve-
ning was the state talk meet.
Three final contestants were
chosen at the meeting from 10
district winners. One of these
emerged winner of the show. He is
Danny Kemp, 17, Murray, son of
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Kemp.
Kemp will receive an all ex-
pense paid trip to the American
Farm Bureau convention in Chi-
cago in December, where he will
compete for the national talk
meet honor. Kentucky has had
five of the past 10 national win-
ners. Charles Eldridge, Murray,
was last year's national winner.
DID YOU KNOW?
That the cost of laundering a
shirt once is more than the farm-
er got for the cotton in it?
That cellophane bags contain-
ing carrots cost 3 times as much
Pretty Packages Add So Much To Your Gifts!
=MN Ilk
NEST OF 8 BOXES
FUZZY SLIPPERS
SHAG BOOTIES 1 99Sizes 5 to 9 
.4,
PLUSH SCUFFS
Sixes S, M, L 
:
CHOO-CHOO
SPIN TOP1 98
Tiny train moves
as top spins,
101/2".
8 GIFT BOXES
Assorted sizes, colorful
Christmas designs.
a.
88o
• 6 Different Rolls
• Regular or Foil
600 inches of color-
ful giftwrap, or 210
inches shining foil. 26
inches wide.
SPECIAL
•
Farm Leaders To
Appear On WPSD-TV
Harold Rice, W. D. Armstrong
and John Watts will appear on
Gene Compton's television pro-
gram "Top The Fencepost", an
agricultural program on WPSD,
channel 6, at 7:30 a. m., December
7, to tell the pecan story in this
area.
Mr. Rice is manager of the
Stone and Ledford farm, Mr. Arm-
strong is Field Agent in Horticul-
ture from UK and Mr. Watts is
County Agent.
as the producer got for the car-
rots?
That the label on a can of to-
matoes costs more than the toma-
to grower got for the tomatoes in
the can?
That the man who unloads a car
of produce in New York City gets
more money for that work than
the farmer who produced it?
Fulton County
Agent's News
JOHN WATTS
The Fulton County Farm Bu-
reau annual meeting will be held
as a supper meeting at the Cayce
School on Thursday, December
12, beginning at 7 p. m. The Farm
Bureau secretary, Mrs. Philip
Grissom is sending notices to
members with enclosed cards
which they should return for sup-
per reservations. In addition to
the business session, Mrs. Bertha
McLeod, Fulton County Home
Demonstration Agent, will show
slides which she made on a re-
cent trip to Alaska.
A pecan show for seedling pe-
cans is being planned at the Hick-
man-Fulton RECC building in
Hickman for Saturday, December
14 A short educational program
will be held beginning at 10 a. m.
Anyone having a good producing
seedling pecan tree is encouraged
to enter a 1 pint sample by leav-
ing this sample at the county
Agent's office before the show.
According to Harold Rice, Presi-
dent of the West Kentucky Nut
Growers Association, about ;50,00
in premiums will be awarded by
local businesses and The Fulton
County Farm Bureau.
Harold Rice, manager of the
SHOP EARLY FOR CHRISTMAS
•
Light and lively leather...
with a fleece-warm lining
aitta &Olt
) A
CHALET
Comfy® Slippers
AA - B
5 - 10
Black Only
FRY'S SHOE STORE
LAKE STREET
COME TO Ben Franklin
FEATURING TOYS AND GIFTS GALORE
SAVE 23c on a Box of 50!
. 25 Lovely Designs
• Many Glitter-Trims
Unusual quality for
this low price! 50
cardsand envelopes,
assorted sizes.
REG.
$1.00
Ben Frankliri ...where Santa for
e
 
GIFTWRAPS
DOLLS! DOLLS! DOLLS!
Manes TINY CHATTY BART
Choice of brother or shter. They
talk, cry, chuckle. 15-In. tot
$8.88
FULTON
Junior Speedway Special!
28-IN. SCAT RACER
Strong plastic wheels and body on
tubular steel frame. Plastic seat,
backrest, Bright colors.
$3.98
Etch-A-Sketch Slate
Turn knobs to draw,
upsidedowntoerase. 2"
Stone and Ledford farm, Mr. W.
D. Armstrong, Field At in
Horticulture from University of
Kentucky, Princeton Sub-Experi-
ment Station, and County Agent,
John. Waits will be on Gene Comp-
ton's "Top the Fencepost" agri-
cultural program on Station
WPSD ot 7:30 a. m. on December
7 to tell the pecan story in this
area.
Most women prefer blue for
second marriages.
Ls Bilingual
?Sarni School
MIAMI—Coral Way Elemental
School has become thorough]
bilinL
Classes in all subjects ax
taught in both Spanish and Ent
lish. The idea is to train Cube
refugee children in English and 1
give American youngsters
chance to become complete].
fluent in Spanish.
Christmas Holiday Specials!
ONE-THIRD OFF
on all NEW SUITS. We have a limited number
that have been drastically reduced to $18.95. Lookfor the sale tag on the suit.
famous brand
names.!
OK;convenient services!
gift ideas!
Coiwe aoid eetowde a/raudtd
CASKON GRISHAM- WRIGHt
MENS WEAR
•MAIN STREET rtrvroN
Enjoy the ttrill
of competitive
racing on a real
speedway!
Figure E3 power track in 16 easy-store pieces, for
floor or tab!e. Two gear-driven cars, power pack,
fe:Ice included.
DELUXE ROAD RACING SETst:199
• Allows You to Move About!
Strap it on shoulder and hands are free for ironing,
sewing, etc. Double lined hood cuts drying time.
UNIVERSAL HAIR DRYER
$12.88
Ben Franklini
Home Owned And Operated By Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Adams
LAKE STREET FULTON, KY.
MMINMIINIMSINNMMMNNINNNNIMNNNNINNNINNNMINNNNNNNNNMMIMMMII Luxury lined—of
simulated leather.
4.9S
JEWELRY BOXES
100
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Letters To Editor
Dear Mr. Wade,
I wish to thank you and every-
one connected with the Banana
Festival who were so nice to me.
The Banana Festival was a big
success. Thank you again.
Sincerely,
Carolyn Allen
Dear Mrs. Wade,
I want to say thanks for your
part in the recent Banana Festi-
val. I truly appreciate the oppor-
tunity to be able to have partici-
pated in this event. It was an
event which I shall never forget.
You are to be commended for
the work you did in making the
Bake-Off a success.
I am indebted to each of you.
Yours truly,
Lora Robbins
Paris, Tenn.
Dear Mr. and Mrs. Westpheling:
I am sure, after all the praise
and congratulations all of you so
richly deserve, this note could not
mean very much.
Through the thoughtfulness and
kindness of Liimie Clark, I did
make a supreme effort and arriv-
ed the day before the close of the
Banana Festival.
It was a wonderful affair, and I
can appreciate the time and
energy it took to make it the huge
success it was.
Ed Newman's radio broadcast
the following Monday, reporting
the festival, was very nice. It was
adequate without being over done.
Sincerely,
Elizabeth B. Browning
Memphis, Tenn.
Dear Editor:
Will you please mail us copies
of your paper that contains the
pictures and write-ups of the
Champion of the Bake-Off Com-
petition in th eBanana Festival?
May I take this opportunity to
congratulate your city for spon-
soring stlIth an outstanding event.
Yours very truly,
Rubye S. Smith
Home Agent
Henry County
Dear Sir:
Would like to congratulate all
of you on the success of the fes-
tival -ently held. The time and
effort spent in the preparation
must have been terrific.
The people of Milan, Tennessee
were there two days, one for the
talent contest and also for the
street parade. We all came home
talking about how very nide we
all were treated. Your people
were most friendly and helpful.
We are looking forward to be-
ing with you next year and wish
for you even greater success.
Yours very truly,
Mrs. Carl Wirwa
Speech Instructor
Milan High School
Dear
was mMr
Wade:
It pleesure to be in Pays Tribute To
Fulton on Saturday, November 
ate
of 
to see and enjoy the activities L
the day. What I saw was very
very good, including the fine and
well-arranged parade for viewing.
I heard about the Banana Fes-
tival through a daughter who lives
in Paducah and knows my desire
and likes. A hobby of mine is
making movie stories (colored &
black and white) of many inter-
esting events to show at class
meetings, gatherings, and groups
of various kinds.
I took some 200 feet of color
film, largely of the parade, while
I was there. I was informed by a
gentlemen at the city hall, how-
ever, that I should go to the
yards to get a more complete
story and to get pictures of in-
coming banana trains. He sug-
gested that I follow the icing of
cars and the processing of out-go-
ing cars and trucks, as well as
traffic statistics to make the story
interesting and educational.
Since I was there, I have found
very few people who have ever
given a thought as to the size of
or handling of this enterprise.
First, I would like to know if it
is possible to visit the yards and
processing plant ot Fulton in order
to take a series of pictures to go
wit what I have and to get more
statistics on the operation to nar-
rate the movie.
I would like for you to get this
letter to the proper person or per-
sonnel in charge of this operation.
If the -idea of my visiting the
plant is agreeable with the man-
agement, what day would be best
to get what we would like to have.
Friday and Saturday would be
best for me.
I would like very much to hear
from you and the banana plant
personnel manager.
Very truly yours,
Paul Baker
626 North Main Street
Harrisburg, Illinois
Dear Mrs. Westpheling:
I wish to thank you for sending
me the photographs. I shall trea-
sure them always and appreciate
your kindness in Sending them to
me. I also appreciate the oppor-
tunity given me to have a part in
your Banana Festival.
Mr. Wade, Mr. Martin, Mrs.
McDade, Mr. Johnson, yourself,
- and each who had a part should
be commended for the excellent
job done in planning and carry-
ing out these plans for a success-
ful festival.
Sincerely your3,
Lora Robbins
Dear Jo,
We thought you might enjoy
these prints of the "Banana
Shoot."
What a huge success the festi-
val was - "to all of you, a job well
done."
Yours truly,
Tom and Betsy O'Neill
TAKE YOUR PICK!
.BOTH
NOW
'4
4/5 QUART
;2.85 ;1.45
PINT 1/2 PINT
$45.75 Case of Fifths
GLENMORE
GOLD LABEL
4YfAR OLD
BOND
100 PROOF
SILVER LABEL
6YEAR OLD
STRAIGHT
90 PROOF
DISTILLED /JID BOTTLED IV BLERMORE DISTILLERIES COMPANY, 1.01.11SYILLE-OVIENS8ORO, UJITUCKY
President
A "pot luck" dinner was en-
joyed by members of the Ameri-
can Legion and Auxiliary in the
post home on November 25. Mrs.
Ruth Hornbeak and Mrs. Ruth
Netherland were hostesses.
The meeting was opened by
members pledging allegiance to
the flag, led by the president, Mrs.
Anna Belle Edwards. Charles
Reams, post chaplain, gave the
invocation, which was preceded
by a minute of silent prayer and
meditation in honor of our late
president. John F. Kennedy.
Mrs. Mavis Parker presented
three of her students who enter-
tained the group with piano and
vocal numbers. They were Tommy
Taylor, Pamela Grooms and Gail
Separate business meetings
were held by the Legion and the
Auxiliary and plans were com-
pleted for the Christmas party,
after which games of bingo were
played. The Christmas party will
be held on December 16.
Consumer Buying
Rises In Canada
OTTAWA — Purchases of con-
sumer goods and services in Can-
ada have risen from $15,592,000,-
000 ten years ago to $25,749,000,-
000 last year. Durable-goods sales
lagged, leading experts predict
that obsolescence and wear should
boost such purchases in the years
ahead.
tappy BIRTHDAY
The News takes pleasure in
wishing "Happy Birthday" to the
following friends:
December 6: Madeline H. Bow-
ers, Ruby Mary Bowden, Kirk
Vowell, David .Lee Willson; De-
cember 7: Susan Burrow, Ann
Bowen Williams; December 8:
Mrs. Hugh Pigue;
Decembler 9: Cecil Orr, R. L.
Harris, Mary. Jo Pawlukiewicz;
December '10: Mark Caldwell
Fields; December 11: Robert
Howell, Jo Nell Bellew; Decem-
ber 12: Mark Hayes Russell.
CARAVANS GO 2 1-2 MPH
Cairo — Caravans of pack
camels move about 2 1-2 mph,
each animal carrying 500 to 600
pounds. A caravan can cover 15
to 25 miles a day.
PLEASE SAY COLONEL!
Archie Martin of Fulton has
been conunissioned a Kentucky
Colonel by Gov. Bert Combs. Mr.
Martin has been a member of the
Fulton Police Department for the
past seven years. Before that he
was on the Clinton police force.
CHO SPREAD CULTURE
Washington — The United
States has Sent about 260 cul-
tural ottractions, involving some
4,000 performers, to visit 110
countries since 1954.
SHOP EARLY FOR CHRISTMAS
CASH FOR OLD COINS
Nearly everybody has old coins around home many are worth
many times their face value. If you want extra holiday cash,
dig into the cookie Jar or Jewell box and bring the old coins to
us. We will make free appraisals and pay cash for coins. We
particularly want Indian Head Pennies and old date Lincoln
Pennies. Ask for AMOS RILEY at the NEWS STAND All
Day Friday or Saturday.
A WORLD OF
ME GIFTS„/1
US'S 
=
/SINGLY INEXPENSIVE AND WM' —
S 
hundreds of smart gift ideas for
your home that are practical, ap-
preciated!
Hassocks — Stools — Luggage —
Racks — Mirrors — Pictures —
Rocking Chairs — TV Tables —
small appliances — large appli-
ances. Nationally - Known brand
names!
Occasional Tables
We have tables of every descrip-
tion to fit any pocketbook. Lamp
tables, end tables, radio tables,
coffee tables and just plain tables.
Tables that would be an asset to
any home.
• 0
_ 4` v ,rp),
-
• e
A Gift For The Whole Family
Somewhere in Graham's enormous stocks of living room suites you
will find just what you are looking for in a Living Room Suite, be it
modern period style or just styled for casual comfort. Surprise you*.
family this Christmas with a wonderful new living room! Visit Gra-
ham's now.
LANE CEDAR CHEST
Most beautiful chests on the mar-
ket. Traditional styling, as well
as new modern and period styling
that will make her "LANE" also
a lovely piece of furniture. Come
see!
IS SHE A
BRIDGE PLAYER??
She will love a set of durable
SAMSON chairs and card table.
Practical, long - lasting, hard
wearing, SAMSON products are
useful for hundreds of different
occasions, too. Available in colors.
47
GIVE HER A DESK!
We have (leeks and secretaries of
every price and description.
They're ornamental as well as
useful, and a good one is a one-
a-lifetime gift. Come in and look
around!
tiatilleggiatiatiaCifiESKIMMINESIMMISini
FOUR BIG FLOORS
OF
FINE FURNITURE
WilitilIKIPMEINIREIREIREIMMIREVIEMENEVIC
Practical Idea ! A New Bedroom
On Graham's four floor of furniture you will find
huge selection of every popular type of bedroom
suit, and nothing makes a more welcome Christmas
gift. Nothing keeps on being so appreciated for
years to come. First, visit our store and let us show
you around.
GIVE A LAMP
All Christmas furniture gifts
are not expensive to be ap-
preciated: one or a pair of
our beautiful lamps may be
Just the thing she wants!
all prices, any styles; hun-
dreds in stock.
HOW ARE YOUR CHAIRS
AT HOME, NOW?
Lounge chairs for the living room, platform
rockers for the den or that 'reading' corner,
slipper chairs for the bedroom - - -
Graham has HUNDREDS of chakrs that are
handsome, inviting and comfortable, and when
do you buy them but at Christmas! Make your
selections now for Christmas-eve delivery.
. ASK ABOUT OUR EASY PAYMENT PLAN.
AllitiMIXONIMMintininiMintIMOROMMUMIRAWRIMMO 10711111.11111117SIONSIVINIMIN01016110711111111111111111111
Graham Furniture Co.
301 - 307 Walnut Street Phone 185 Fulton, Kentucky
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Page 5 The Fulton News Thursday Dec 5, 1963 The Former Bess Clements To Have Important Post In White HouseU. S. LEADS POULTERERSBrussels — The worlds chief
poultry exporters are the United
States, the Netherlands, and Den-
mark.
DON'T PAMPER
YOUR WIFE
Let Her Winterproof
the Porch with
FLEX-0-GLASS This Year
Any little lady can enclose a
porch or breezeway with Warp'.
FLEX-O-GLASS. It's so easy!
Just cut with shears and tack
over screens. Makes a warm,
sunlit room, flooded with
healthful Ultraviolet rays,
where the children can play all
winter long—or use as an extra
Store-room. Genuine, crystal-
clear FLEX-O-GLASS lasts for
years at a fraction the cost of
glass. Only 870 a sq. yd. at your
'local hdwre. or lmbr. dealer.
Transparent
Plastic
STORM
WINDOW
KIT
I 3e.72" IS Feet 35
PIASTIC SMUT • P11,1 ASOutOINIS • NAILS
TO Tad i OTT 
Exchange Furn. Co.
Phone 35 Fulton
Transparent
Plastic
STORM
WIN DOW
KIT 
36"1172' IS Fee 
1/•111C STOW, ?Mil ITSOUTIIIN• • N
35
mlli
t
T• TACK ON
A. C. Butts & Sons
E. Stalk' Line Phone 202
ORIGINAL RIVERBED IN BAY
Wilmington, Del.—The 18,000-
year-old original riverbed of the
Susquehanna River has been fotuad
beneath Chesapeake Bay.
MARSEILLE MUSEUM NEW
Marseille — A new museum
here includes models and trea-
sures of ancient Marseille un-
earthed during recent excava-
tions.
TV SPECIALS
Lois of good used arts
Navy Portables'
$139.95, up
WOOD & PRUITT TV
WE SERVICE ALL stAxEtr
300 Walnut Flame 211
• CRYSTAL CLEAR
• CUT, TACK, SEW or TEAL
• HUNDREDS OF USES
INDOORS & OUTDOORS
STOTTS
tOSSISIS WOIDDY/S
A HUI1DLESTON CO.
Main Street
:11111111 Ile
WA t PROTICTOSS
PUTMITVIII CONN'S
CRYSTAL CLEAR
CUT, TACK, SEW or SEAL
HUNDREDS OF USES
INDOORS A OUTDOORS
014
290
Us. Ft
14 hecti wide
STOTTS WALL PIOTICTORS
WINDOWS TVINTIVIII COMAS
19tifl
•
WESTERN AUTO
202 Lake Phone 28
WE HAVE THE GENUINE
411* TOP QUALITY
IlletAPA WINDOW
MATERIALS
HOLD IN HEAT-KEEP OUT COLD
Cheaper than glum— tor Sterns
Doors and Windows, Porch Enclosures
•mbsar_immalr •Ai• • LEX-CI-GLASS
LASS-0-NET
WYR-0-GLASS
RE EN-GLASS
t..,FLEX•3•PAKE
. . ........
Builder's Supply, Inc.
501 Walnut Phones 96, 99
•
Choose the best bourbon you can bay
in two new Holiday Packages
s. BROWN
For Serving! For Giving
For your personal pleasure, the traditional J. T. S. Brownbottle in an attractive gift carton. For gift giving buy thehandsome new decanter in a gay holiday box, in both,
Kentucky's finest straight bourbon whiskey, famous for 108
years. No difference in price.
Pick up a list of the dozen or so
people who compose the working
staff around the Lyndon B. John-
sons and you will find the name
of a graduate of the tough-politi-
cal-training school that Kentucky
conducts.
She is Bess Clements Abell,
daughter of Kentucky's former
governor and former senator,
Earle C. Clements. She has been
• DUKEDOM RT. 2
!Km 0. F. Taylor
Reverend Norman Crittenden
filled his regular appointment at
Bethlehem Sunday, and there was
good attendance.
Mr. and Mrs. A. A. McGuire ate
Thanksgiving dinner with Mr.
and Mrs. Dal Gilliam.
Mr. and Mrs. 0. F. Taylor, Mrs.
Bertha Rickman, and Mr. and Mrs.
Harry Yates shopped in Mayfield
last week.
Mike and Tony Ruddle of Union
City Route spent the week end
with their grandparents, Mr. and
Mrs. H. W. Ruddle.
Mrs. Laura Matthew' sister left
Friday for her home in Detroit
after spending several weeks here
visiting the Matthews.
Little Bobby and Ann Jones
visited their grandmother, Mrs.
A. A. McGuire, Wednesday of
last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbie Ruddle
were guests of the Oliver Taylors
Saturday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Puckett
of Lone Oak and Mrs. Hattie
Puckett were guests of the Eu-
banks of Wingo on Thurseiv.
Mr. and Mrs. B. G. Lowery, Mr.
and Mrs. Harry Yates, and Bro.
and Mrs. Charles Wall and son
were Sunday dinner guests of Mr.
and Mrs. John Yates.
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Davis called
on the Treman Rickmans one
night last w2ek.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Emerson
visited their daughter, Mr. Har-
old Carr and Mr. Carr, of Lone
Oak Saturday and shopped in
Paducah.
Mrs. Willie Yates is a patient in
the Fuller Morgan Hospital in
Mayield.
• AUSTIN SPRINGS
By Mrs. Carey Frlelds
Mr. and Mrs. Wess Jones have
just recently built a new carport
and well-house, which add much
to the appearance of the home
they purchased a few months ago.
Rev. Raymond Cherry filled
the pulpit at New Salem Baptist
Church the past Sunday, reading
Psalms 107:1-22 for the lesson. On
Wednesday night rev. Russell
Rodgers will be present to hold a
Thanksgiving service. All are
urged to be present.
Mr. and Mrs. Buton Lassiter
have returned from Akron, Ohio
after visiting their children, Mr.
and Mrs. David Lassiter, and Jack-
ie. They also visited in Detroit
where they were house guests of
their brother and uncle, Eddie
Lassiter, and Mrs. Lassiter in
Highland Park.
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Bruce and
daughter „Perry Lynn were Sun-
day guests of parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Gaither Mathis.
Lee Peery has been transferred
from the Baptist Hospital in
Memphis to the Obion County
Hospital in Union City, after hav-
ing undergone surgery two weeks
ago. He is doing as well as ex-
pected and may be soon recover-
ed to the extent that he can re-
turn home.
Mrs. Sam Mathis still carries
her hand in splints, after having
suffered a broken finger several
weeks ago. It is hoped that she
can soon have the splints remov-
ed and obtain full use of her
hand.
As I sit here writing, I am sure
all of my friends and readers of
these items feel shocked and
deeply grieved over the loss of
our president, John F. Kennedy,
in his horrible tragic death that
befell us and the nation the past
Friday. To all the bereaved ones
vie pray that God will comfort
each of them. Then there is Mrs.
Tippet and children, who have
suffered the loss of husband and
father. May we join hand in hand
to our new president, Lyndon B.
Johnson, that he will feel our
support, with the help of God al-
ways near him.
DON'T MOVE WITTIOUT
CALLING COLLECT
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MAYFIELD. KY.
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starry-eyed about the man who
just became President ever since
she was a high school and college
girl and her father was majority
leader Johnson's right arm in the
Senate.
Officially, the 30-year-old Mrs.
Abell is secretary to Mrs. Lady
Bird Johnson. Actually, she has
been a coworker with Mrs. Liz
Carpenter in the multitude of ar-
rangements that go with all the
official, semi-official, and half-
private social life that the John-
sons carried on while he was
Vice
-President.
Illustrative of Mrs. Abell's
diverse duties is the fact that she
was at the LBJ ranch 70 miles
from Austin at the time the late
John F. Kennedy was killed in
Dallas. She had been part of the
advance party that went to the
ranch to prepare for the planned
arrival of the President and Mrs.
Kennedy and a large entourage,
including the press.
Mrs. Abell and Mrs. Carpenter,
who is a Jack-of-all-trades under
the title of press secretary to Mrs.
Johnson, have been responsible
for many of the entertainment fea-
tures and gimmicks that the John-
sons used to make vice-president-
ial dinners different.
The post of importance is a
long jump from the 12-year-old
girl, lonesome for her Morganfield
schoolmates, who came to Wash-
ington with her father and moth-
er when state senator Clements
became a member of the House
of Representatives in 1945.
Mrs. Abell attended Frankfort
High School for a year when her
father was Governor, but com-
pleted her high-school work at
Ward-Belmont in Nashville. She
received a degree from the Uni-
versity of Kentucky in 1954 in
three years and a summer semes-
ter. There she was a member of
Kappa Alpha Theta sorority.
Back in Washington after grad-
uation, Bess Clements took a sec-
retarial course and worked in her
father's Senate office. There she
met a man who was working for
his stepfather briefly before en-
tering a two-year army stint.
He was Tyler Abell, stepson of
columnist Drew Pearson. His
round of duties took him to the
Kentucky senator's office. Just
before his Army service began, he
and Bess were married.
Their quick decision to marry
prevented the extensive social
functions that would have been
the lot of a senator's daughter and
the stepson of so prominent a
journalist.
That distressed majority leader
Johnson, who had come to regard
Bess as one of his awn daughters.
When 'Tyler had a leave at the
end of basic training, Senator and
WANTED -- MEN 21 TO 50
TO BE TRAINED NOW FOR
MEAT PACKING INDUSTRY
Livbstock buyer, plant foreman trainee, merchandising,
U. S. lay meat inspection and other higher paying jobs.
We prefer men having some high school, interested in a
secure caroler in this important growing industry now.
Write name, age, address, why you feel you should be
considered for trainee opportunity now.
NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF MEAT PACKING
Box 485, Fulton, Ky.
Mrs. Johnson were hosts at a lat ge
cocktail party at the Cat iton
Hotel.
During the remainder cf Abell's
military tour, Bess went with him.
Being a crack secretary, she found
no trouble landing jobs wherever
he was stationed.
Out of the An.. Tyler got a
law degree in Washington. A
worker in the Johnson pre-con-
4WALKER
SELECT.
v-esition campaign of 1960, Tyler,
now 31, has been on the legal staff
of the Post Office Department
most of the time since the Demo-
crats took over in 1961. He did a
brief stint as Congressional liai-
son for the White House.
The Abells have two boys, :-
year-old Dan Tyler Abell, and
3-year-old Lyndon Abell.
—Courier Journal
-.. C. (DOC) ADAMS
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For Fine Liquors
US 45-51 By Pau Highlands - Fulton
a true bourbon
Hiram Walker's
TEN HIGH
One of the fastest-growing
bourbons in the land
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It was cake cutting time at the Southern States Cooperative stock-
holders meeting held in Richmond recently, as the organization cele-
brated its 40th anniversary. Shown here wielding the knife is Howard
Bondurant (left) of Fulton. Looking on is Kenneth Houston, represent-
ing the cooperative's retail outlet in Fulton. Bondurant was the official
delegate to the session from the Fulton area.
NOTEBOOK—
(Continued From Page One)
ing all the most momentous pic-
tures and articles written about
the assassination of President
John F. Kennedy. The paper says
that the section can be had by
sending ten cents to their offices
in Louisville.
•
Also Time magazine of last
week had some remarkably out-
standing pictures of the Ken-
nedys. And only as Time can do,
the account of the tragedy is pure
rhetoric. This week's Time maga-
zine contains many, hitherto un-
published stories of the late Presi-
dent's funeral, a warm and
thought-provoking story about
Mrs. Kennedy and some poignant
facts about the life of Lee Harvey
Oswald, the man who is accused
of taking Kennedy's life and who
also lost his own.
Life magazine presents some
priceless photographs of the Pres-
ident's caravan approaching the
death scene, as well as photo-
graphs of Mrs. Kennedy's heroic
struggle to get help and then com-
fort her husband during his last
tragic moments on earth. Both of
these magazines should be con-
tained in your scrapbook for fu-
A TRULY EXCITING
GIFT
Wy I e r
ncanex
To make someone's eyes light
up with joy-give a Wyler Inca-.
flex. Beautiful, yes. But lasting
dependability too. Because
Wyler-and only Wyler-has the
Incaflex balance wheel, guaran-
teed against shock for the life
of the watch ... replaced free if
broken ever. lust the styles you
want, at just the price you want
to pay.
ladies'-10K SOP, expansion band,
white or yellow 100 00
Men's—Stainless steel. waterproof 800 00;
also sill-winding 800.00
Cdp Only watch with flintIblehaianct wheel guaranteed fotlife against damage from shock
Andrews Jewelry Co.
309 Commercial - Fulton
— Phone 398 —
ture generations. Actually, the
horror and the brutality of the
Kennedy assassination will not
be fully comprehended during our
life-time. I hope that in this scrap-
book I prepare for those who
might remember Grandma Jo
Westpheling, the heritage that
John Fitzgerald Kennedy left us
will be a guide to the manner by
which they will love and serve
this country.
BIVIN
Centinaeil From Page One
He is a member of the State
and American Bar associations
and the Presbyterian Church.
He and his wife, the former
Miss Alice Eison of South Caro-
lina, are the parents of a son,
Roger, and a daughter, Amanda.
Liquor-minded U. S. is wine
expert's target.
DEATHS
Mrs. Anna Mae Berry
Funeral services for Mrs. 4nna
Mae Beard Berry were held at
3 p. m. Sunday Dec. 1 at Whitnel
Funeral Chapel. Interment was at
Rock Springs Cemetery. Mrs.
Berry, 65, and a native Fulton
Countian of Roseville, Mich., died
on Friday, November 29 at 10:05
p. m. in the Fulton Hospital.
Born February 23, 1898 in Ful-
ton County, Kentucky, she was
the daughter of the late John G.
and Jennie Bell Turner Beard:
Her husband, John Travis Berry,
died May 1, 1953.
Survivors include a son, John
Travis Berry, Jr., of Minneapolis,
Minn.; two daughters, Mrs. Vir-
ginia Fournier of Harper Woods,
Mich., Miss Sarah Vahntee Berry
of Roseville, Mich.; three broth-
ers, Hub and Wesley Beard of
Fulton and Cecil Beard of Pryors-
burg; six grandchildren, several
nieces and nephews. Mrs. Hugh
Barnes of Fulton is a sister-in-
law.
Eugene Culion
Funeral servic - were held for
Eugene Cul:- Sunday at 2:30
p. m. at the rarksville Church.
Mr. Culton, the father of Mrs.
Robert Thompson of Fulton,
Route 1, died suddenly Friday
night at 10:30 at- his home in
Parksville, Kentucky. Mrs. Abe
Thompson of Paducah is also a
daughter.
M. C. Cook
Word has been received of the
death of M. C. Cook who died
Sunday at his home in Duquoin,
Illinois. He was the husband of
former Fultonian, MarCella Wil-
lingham, and was well known in
Fulton. Mrs. Cook is a cousin of
Mrs. Gene Hilliard of this city.
COIN IT!
The Ken-Tenn Corn Club will
meet December 12 at 7 o'clock at
the South Fulton City Hall. We
would like to have anyone inter-
ested in joining the club to at-
tend. Everyone in the Ken-Tenn
area is welcome.
LET'S EAT - MEET!
The West Ken-Term Chapter
No. 793 of the National Associa-
tion of Retired Civil Employees
will hold its regular meeting on
December 10 in the Rural Electric
Building at Hickman, on Highway
94 East, at 12 Noon.
Miss Betty Lou Davis, Mr. Lessley HOSPITAL NEWS
To Be Wed In December Ceremony
Miss Betty Lou Davis
Mr. and Mrs. Robert William
Davis of Fulton are announcing
the engagement and approaching
marriage of their daughter, Betty
Lou, to Donald Eugene Lessley,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Harry R.
Lessley, Sr., of Paducah.
Miss Davis is a gradu• te of
Fulton High School and Murray
State College, majoring in Ele-
mentary Education. Until the
present year she taught school in
the Paducah area.
Mr. Lessley graduated from
Augusta Tilghman High School
and attended the University of
Kentucky. Following service in
the United States Army he en-
tered and graduated from Murray
State College. He is presently
employed in the Kennett, Mo.
public school system.
A late December wedding is be-
ing planned.
CUB SCOUT NEWS
Cub Scout Den 8 met on De-
cember 2 at 3 p. in. Robert Bur-
row served refreshments.
There was a diseussion on the
next pack meet and gifts being
made for parents for Christmas.
The group also planned to visit
some elderly _person during Christ-
mas. They were dismissed with
the living circle.
Keeper .of the Buckskin
• 'Glenn Perry
Moscow concedes failure of
Mars probe.
Driver In Collision
Finds Kin Victim
BARNESVILLE, Ohio,—Bernard
E. Clark, 26, of Barnesville was
driving a few miles out in the
country Tuesday morning to see
his mother, but his car collided
with another on a curve.
Only slightly injured, he got
out of his car to help the other
driver. She was Mrs. Mabel E.
Clark, 56, his mother.
She was dead.
SHOP EARLY FOR CHRISTMAS
The following were patients in
the Fulton Hospitals on Wednes-
day, December 4:
JONES HOSPITAL
Hershel Cashon, Mrs. Irene
Boaz, Mrs. J. C. Stewart, Fulton;
Collie Graves, Route 3, Fulton;
Kirk Whayne, Columbus, Mrs.
Charity Shanklin, Dresden.
HILLYIEW HOSPITAL
Miss Barbara Brown, Mrs. Net-
tie Miller, N. W. Campbell, Mr.
and Mrs. Homer Croft, Mrs. Joe
Harrison, Mrs. James Sillman,
Mrs. Paul Henderson, Gary Ben-
nett, Maureen Bransford, Lula
May Thorpe, Fulton; Mrs. Milton
Cornice, Mrs. Raymond Kilzer,
South Fulton; Mrs. Powell Mel-
vin, Route 3, Fulton; Mrs. Thomas
Baker, Route 3, Martin.
FULTON HOSPITAL
W. A. Roach, Mrs. Ual Kille-
brew, Robert Patton, El Toro Pat-
ton, Mrs. Mona Boyd, Harvey
Caldwell, Fulton; Mrs. James
Powell, Mrs. Odell Travis, Dick
Armstrong, South Fulton; Mrs.
Russell Boclunan, Route 1, Ful-
ton; Robert Johnson, Chester
Murrell, Route 4, Fulton; Mrs.
Crate Roberts, Mrs. Bert Tibbs,
Mrs. Jessie Hedge, Bill Brown,
Mrs. Bill Brown, Dukedom; Mrs.
Sam Bugg, Clinton; Mrs. Othel
Richards and son, Route 1, Clin-
ton; Mrs. Jake Ferguson, Route 2;
Clinton, Mrs. J. V. Myatt, Route
4, Clinton; Carolyn Cotham,
Crutchfield; Mrs. James Pewitt
and baby, Water Valley; Ernest
Howard, Route 1, Water Valley;
B. F. Brown, Artie :lorris, Rou'
2, Water Valley.
Pecan Growers Urged
To Attend Meeting
On Saturday, December 14, a
pecan show relating to seedling pe-
cans will be held at the Hickman-
Fulton RECC Building in Hick-
man. A short edu rational program
will be held at 10 a. m. and any-
one having a good producing
seedling pecan tree is urged to
enter a pint sample by leaving the
sample at the County Agent's of-
fice before the show.
According to Harold Rice, presi-
dent of the West Kentucky Nut
Growers Association, about $50.00
in prizes will be awarded by local
businesses and the Fulton County
Farm Bureau.
There's
Mighty good reason
to insist on
Hiram Walked;
GIN
PIM=$3.75 — PINT $2.35 — % PINT MIN
iititported Botanicals,
make it extra smooth
Tonight, enjoy the crystal-dry
gin with the extra quality of
Imported Botanicals—made
according to an old English
formula—by Hiram Walker,
DOW in its second century of
&attiring leadership.
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FRESH
Beef lb. 390 TSTEARF lb 890
Chuck Roast B:BAYDEB:FT lb. 39c
SWIFT PREM 12 oz. PKG.
Franks 39c
ICE MILK SWIFTS1-2 GAL.
I-13)1'11101S 100 FeicOnts 
'2 FOR
Bananas lb. 9c
FORMERLY U-TOTE-EM. WE RESERVE THE
RIGHT TO LIMIT OUAN1 KIES
BABY
ifiEFOIN STEAK lb. 79c
OLD FASHION
BOLOGNA . . lb. 29c
likrigHERNiRliTiag 49c
Fiip 4 lb. Jar 49c
YETOW
ONIONS. 
 
• .3 lbs. 29c
BALLARD OR PILLSBURY
BISCUITS 6 For 49c
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GRIFFIN 2 - 46 oz. JARS
WHITE SYRUP 79c
GRIFFIN 2 - 46 oz. JARS
WAFFLE SYRUP 99c
ARMOURS
CHILI _ 4 - 16 oz. Cans $1.00
JUMBO CAN
TAMALES 
SWIFT CAN MEAT
CHOP HAM 3-12 oz. Can $1.00
PREM 3 - 12 oz. Cans $1.00
12 oz. CANS
CORN BEEF ____ 3 $1.00
VIENNA 4os. CANS
SAUSAGE 5 $1.00
APPLE 4-18 oz. Jars $1.00
GRAPE 3-18 oz. Jars $1.00
PLUM 348 oz. Jars $1.00
Strawberry 2-18 oz. Jar 79c
- 3 oz. CANS
PECAN HALVES $1.00
DIAMOND SHELLED LB. CELO PKG.
WALNUTS  $1.29
PECAN HALVES Lat PKG. $1.29
STEWART
PECANS 3 Lb. Pkg. $1.00
SHANK
39c
CHICKEN
BY THE PIECE!
BREASTS  Lb. 59c
LEGS Lb. 39c
THIGHS Lb. 49c
WINGS Lb 23c
NECKS Lb. 19c
BACKS Lb. 19c
ELM HILL
HAMS
BUIT WHOLE
49c 49c
REELFOOT
LEAN
FRESH o%
PICNICS AZY
LB.
U. S. Govt.
Inspected 2
Whole
PORK CUTLETS _ Lb. 59c
FRESH
PORK STEAK ___ Lb. 49c
PORK ROAST ____ Lb. 39c
SKINLESS FRANKS 12 oz. Pkg. 49c
USDA CHOICE
CHUCK ROAST Lb. 49c
FIRST CUT
PORK CHOPS  Lb. 39c
CHEDDAR CHEESE Lb. 59c
LIMAS
6- 303 CANS
$1.00
WHOLE OR.
BEANS
6- 303 CANS
$1.00
ARGO
CREAM STYLE
CORN
8 - 303 CANS
$1.00
ARGO
JUNE PEAS 6- 303 Cans $1.00
HUNTS
PEACHES 4-28 oz. Cans $1.00
r CRISCO 3 lb. Can 79c
BLUE PLATE
MAYONNAISE 
PENN CHAMP
al. Jar 49c
ANTI FREEZE Gal. Can $1.49
FOLGERS and CHASE & SANBORN
COFFEE lb. Can 69c
JUMBO 4-28 C
TAMALES ". ang$1.00
.4=1,10110b
PPLE
PIG FEET ___ Lb. 19c
PIG EARS ___ Lb. 29c
PIG SNOOTS Lb. 29c
PIG TAILS __ Lb. 19c
PIG MAWS __ Lb. 19c
NECK BONE _ Lb. 19c
HICKORY SMOKED
, SLICED JOWEL BACON $1.00
STREAK-O-LEAN
SALT PORK Lb. 29c
FAT. BACK Lb. 19c
FIRST CUTS
SLAB BACON Lb. 33c
BOLOGNA Lb. 29c
CANADIAN
BACON Lb. 79c
RED TAG SALE
tarr ioii-6-EFt
*Yg Loros, 
• 
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STAR KIST
*TUNA FISI1 P ROP MOR• 41 • • • •
Ye a 3 FOR 3' 4‘1117034.1:Et15t 1C10 PRUERI
BRIGHT STAR
FLOUR 25 lb bag $1.49
ROffEL RED
SLICED BEETS 
SUNSET GOLD
BISCUITS 6
AMERICAN BEAUTY TOMATO
SOUP 10 oz.
15 oz. Can 10c
8 oz. Cans 49c
Can 10c
FANCY RED PffTED
PIE CHEERIES _ 4- 16 oz. Cans $1.00
MAINE OIL
SARDINES Flat Can 10c
Washington Fancy Red Del.
SIZE 113
DOZEN
DOZ. 39c n 20 LB. BAG ri aC 
Dry 12 id. Size
PET MILK $1.19
WITH 45°-Q
PORCti A SE OF'
MORE BOT Tt_u.
4-01.
• • • • • • • • • •
11-B.
• • • •
le
C
FLORIDA U. S. No. 1 RED 
WAIPtiffirot; 113 $4.25 TANGERINES POTATOES
SACRAMENTO 28 oz. CANS
FANCY PEARS 3 Cans $1.00
SACRAMENTO 28 oz. CANS
COCKTAIL ____ 3 Cans $1.00
LIBBY DEEP 14 oz. CANS
BROWN BEANS 8 Cans 41.00
MISS GEORGIA 28 oz. CANS
SWEET POTATOES 5 for $1.00
ARGO SLICE 1 1-4 SIZE
PINEAPPLE ___ 5 Cans $1.00
GOLD INN 46 oz. Cana
PINEAPPLE JUICE 3 Cans $1.00
TROPIC GOLD CRUSH 303 CANS
PINEAPPLE _ 5 Cans $1.00
SALE FOR SMALL FAMILIES AND NEWLY
WEDS - STOCK UP NOW
DELMONTE SMALL 8 oz. CAN
GREEN LIMA BEANS ___ 10c
DELMONTE EARLY 8 oz. CAN
GARDEN PEAS  10c
DELMONTE WHOLE 8 dz. CAN
GRAIN CORN 10c
DELMONTE 8 oz. CAN
SPINACH 10c
DELMONTE CUT 8 oz. CAN
GREEN BEANS 10c
DELMONTE 8 oz. CAN
CREAM STYLE CORN ____ 10c
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• CAYCE NEWS
By Miss Clarice Bondurant
Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Overby, Mr.
and Mrs. Buford Campbell, Mr.
and Mrs. John E. Cruce and
Larry, and Mr. and Mrs. Marshall
Burrow were last Sunday dinner
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Wilk-
ens and David of near Clinton,
Ky.
Mesdames Pearl Fisher and
Ellen Pruett of Memphis and Mrs.
Ruth Reeves of Union City, Tenn.
were dinner Vests of Mr. and
Mrs. Charlie Sloan one evening
last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Marshall Burrow
of Lenoir City, Tenn. spent last
week with her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. A. B. Overby.
Thanksgiving dinner guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Ammons were
Dr. and Mrs. Ray Ammons and
sons of Union City, Tenn. and Mrs.
Mae Wall and Harold Hampton.
Thanksgiving Day guests of Mrs.
Daisie Bondurant were Mr. J. B.
Inman of Ridgley, Tenn., Mr. and
Mrs. Malconm Inman, and Mr.
and Mrs. Cecil Burnette. Mrs.
Ethel Oliver and Lynette, Miss
Myra Lynn Bennett and John
Miles Bennett of Memphis, Mrs.
Wesley Canyabell, and Tom Ar-
rington of Fulton spent Thanks-
giving with Mrs. Edna Alexander
and Mr. and Mrs. Chester Wade.
Mr. and Mrs. James Wallace and
son James Earl of Chambree, Ga.
and Bobbie Tibbs of Memphis,
Tenn. spent Thanksgiving with
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Earl
Tibbs. Mr. and Mrs. Freddie
Franklyn and son of St. Louis,
Mo. were the holiday guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Damon Vick.
Thanksgiving dinner guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Sloan Were
Mr. and Mrs. William Sloan of
Fulton, Mr. and Mrs. Ernest
Stubblefield and son, Mac, of
Union City, Tenn., Mr. and Mrs.
Raymond Sloan, and Mr. and Mrs.
Charles A. Sloan and family of
Covington.
Mr. and Mrs. Cliff Wade were
Thursday evening dinner guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Roy Eugene Wade
and Togamy.
Mrs. Edna Alexander, Mrs.
Chester Wade, and Mrs. Wesley
Campbell visited Mrs. Daisie Bon-
durant Friday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Chuck Binkley of
St. Louis, Mo. spent the weekend
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Gentry Harris, Sr.
Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Campbell
were Friday evening dinner
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Irby Ham-
monds.
Bill Gadberry, who is employed
on a boat is visiting his wife,
Helen, and son, Freddie.
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie Purse11
and children have taken an a-
partment with Mr. and Mrs.
Freeze.
• PIERCE STATION
By Mrs. Charles Lowe
DeWitt Matthews was host to
a hamburger supper Monday
night. Those present were Rever-
end and Mrs. Tommy Perkins and
children, Jack Matthews, Mr. and
Mrs. William Long, David and
Paula Long, and Miss Roberta De-
Myer.
The joint Thanksgiving Service
from Johnsons Grove and Chapel
Hill was enjoyed by a nice
crowd. The service was held at
Chapel Hill this year.
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Huffstet-
tler of Russelville, Ark, visited
her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
Maucel Roach over the week-end.
Paula Long and Debra Beard
spent the Thanksgiving holidays
in Memphis, Tenn. with Debra's
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Wal-
ter Babb.
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Wilson of
Flint, Mich. visited relatives here
and in Fulton during the holidays.
Our community extends deep
sympathy to the Rogers family in
the death of their son and bro-
ther, Bert Rogers. Also to the
Smith family in the death of the
wife of Mr. Riley Smith.
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Alford. Mr.
and Mrs. Kenneth Alford of Dy-
ersburg, Mr. and Mrs. Jack Ray-
mond of Nashville, and Mrs.
George Johnson of Memphis spent
several days here and attended the
funeral of Bert Rogers.
Mrs. Wallace Cunningham, Paul
and Patricia, and Mrs. Kenneth
Roberts of Paducah visited Mr.
and Mrs. Bud Stem one day last
week.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Adams of
Martin spent last Monday with
his sister, Mrs. C. E. Lowe.
Premier says Iran smashed plot
to topple Shah.
.11111•••
IS. P. 140011E & CO.207 Commercial Phone 58
—Slip Covers; seat covers
—Upholstering (all kinds:
modern and antique
—Draperies
—kwnings. tarpaulins
JAMES HAZELWOOD
UAL ICILLEBILEW
ON THIS
POWERFUL
PIONEER
CHAIN SAW
NEVER BEFORE
SUCH HIGH QUALITY
AT SUCH A
LOW PRICE!
One-pull starting
with lnsto-Primer
All-position cutting
Full power, even upside down
Perfect balance
Less tiring for operator
90-day warranty
on parts and labor
Get more saw for less money.
Get outstanding quality fea-
tures you positively will not
find on any chain saw at this
low price. Save now!
BIG TRADE-IN ALLOWANCE
••••••••
DUKE'S AUTO PARTS
Fulton, Kentucky
Phone 910 - 911
COTTON
We Are Buying Machine Picked-Hand Picked
Snapped and Bollie Cotton Every Day — Will Gin
Your Cotton and Buy The Bale - Sell Us Your Low
Grade Cotton At High Prices - Or Have It Ginned.
We Have Cotton Seed Meal - Feed Cotton Seed
Hulls For Sale - Cotton Burrs For Free. We Will
Appreciate Your Business and Give Good Depend-
able Service. Cotton Gin Will Be Open Until De-
cember 22 To Gin Your Cotton.
ALBERT COSTEN
COTTON GIN
DRESDEN, TENN.
To build. . . one must have plans,' and plans give exact measurements. The
carpenter who makes careful measurements finds that the work is made
easier. Careful measuring prevents waste. . . waste of time and materials.
Therefore the measuring device is truly a friend to the carpenter.
The church wants to be your friend, and help you to a easier and better way of
life. The Bible clearly gives us a way to measure life. Through many centuries
man has found no better rules than those given in the Bible.
Attend church and receive the friendly welcome that awaits you.
The Church is God's appointed agency in this
world for spreading the knowledge of His love
for man and of His demand for man to respond
to that love by loving his neighbor. Without
this grounding in the love of God, no govern-
ment or society or way of life will long
persevere and the freedoms which we hold so
dear will inevitably perish. Therefore, even
from a selfish point of view, one should support
the Church for the sake of the welfare of him-
self and his family. Beyond that, however,
every person should uphold and participate in
the Church because it tells the truth about
man's life, death and destiny; the truth which
alone will set him free to live as a child of
©Coleman Acl.y. Ser., P. 0. Box 20067, Dallas 20, Texas
This Series of Church Ads Is Being Published Through the Cooperation of the Local Ministerial Association and Is
Sponsored By The Undersigned Individuals and Business Institutions
FULTON BANK
"Complete Banking Service"
Phone 2 Fulton, Ky.
TRAVELERS INN RESTAURANT
Dine with us after church in pleasant surroundings
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Tgrner Highway 45E
JET LANES
110 - 4th St. Fulton, Ky.
Compliments of:
HENRY L SIEGEL, INC.
AIRLENE GAS CO. of FULTON, INC.
Butane & Propane Gas Dealer, Fulton, Ky.
BURNETTE TRACTOR CO.
Everything the farmer needs
207 E. Fourth Fulton, Ky.
HICKMAN-FULTON COUNTIES
RURAL ELECTRIC CO-OP
Live Better Electrically
Hickman, Kentucky
JACKSON BROS. FUNERAL HOME
Members of Ky. Burial Association
Dukedom, Tennessee
WATER VALLEY IMPLEMENT CO.
Your Allis Chalmers & New Holland Dealer
Water Valley, Kentucky
Complements ot
YOUR BEN FRANKLIN &
WESTERN AUTO ASSOC. STORE
Home owned and operated
BARNEY'S DRIVE-IN RESTAURANT
Sandwiches - shakes - Bar-B-Q
Martin H'way
PEPSI COLA BOTTLING CO.
Fulton, Kentucky
ARCHIES LIVESTOCK BARN
Everyday buying, selling, trading Livestock—
Stocker cattle at all times
Union City lirway Phone 253
HICKORY LOG
Home Cooked Meals Home Baked Pies
Pit Barbegue - Dorothy Parton
CITY DRUG COMPANY
"Your prescription Drug Store"
Fulton, Ky. Phones 70 & 428
PURE MILK CO.
At the store or at your door
Phone 813 Fulton, Ky.
CITY NATIONAL BANK
Serving this area since 1897
Member FDIC & Federal Reserve System
A. C. BUTTS & SONS
Grocery - Feed & Seed Mill
FALL & FALL INSURANCE
"Ask your Neighbor about our serviee"
Fulton, Kentucky
DARI CREAM SANDWICH SHOP
Home of good foods & Service
Billy Gilbert Fulton, Ky.
MAC & FAY FLOWER SHOP
Flowers for all occasions rrn Wire Santo.
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. MeNatt Phone 49
COLONEL C. W. BURROW
Real Estate Broker - Phone ill
309 Walnut St. Fulton, Ky.
JOY LYNN FLOWERS & GIFT SHOP
Flowers for All Occasions, Free Delivery in this
area - 303 Walnut.
Mr. and Mrs. Milford Jobe, Owners
OK - PARISIAN LAUNDRY &
CLEANERS
"Your Complete Cleaning Institution"
Phone 130 Fulton, Ky.
PARKWAY MANOR NURSING HOME
SW Ky's. Newest, most modern
nursing home - For reservations Call
490 or Write 309 N. Parkway Fulton
PARK TERRACE MOTEL,
RESTAURANT & GIFT SHOP
Recommend us to your friends
Dine with us after church
FULTON COCA COLA BOTTLING CO.
Kentucky Ave. Fulton Phone 447
KII_.LEBREW'S FLOWERS & GIFTS
We specialize in all 'types of floral designing. See
us for suggestions on weddings, funeral work and
Hoop, arrangements.
Gibson greeting cards Phones 53-508
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IBulldogs Give Coach Yates Big Welcome By Taking Season's Opener
Fulton City's Bulldogs gave
Virgil Yates a big welcome as the
new basketball coach by romp-
ing to a 75-54 victory over Padu-
cah Tilghman.
The Fulton victory also spoiled
a new coach's debut. Barney
Thweatt, in his bow at the Til-
ghman helm saw his inexperienc-
ed Bluemen get as close to five
points only to be massacred by a
pro-like Fulton City explosion.
The win avenged a setback to
Tilghman in the regional tourna-
ment finals at Murray last year
and set the stage for what is ex-
pected to be another banner year
of basketball at Fulton High.
The precision playing of guard
Terry Beadles, considered to be
one of the best guards in the state,
was more than the Tornado could
handle. Ball stealing and driving
lay-ups by Beadles left the Blue-
men off balance and off guard.
It was Beadles who led the
charge when Tilghman pulled to
within five paints midway of the
third period. The swift-moving
guard with the lightning-fast
hands began a series of steals and
phenomenal ball- handling that
helped push the Bulldogs out on
top by 17 points by the end of the
quarter.
Fulton's class and polish were
made more obvious by the Blue-
men's inexperience. The Bulldogs
vJere near-perfect on their set
plays and com.manded the boards
without strain. Follow-up shots
helped widen the margin on
many occasions.
The Bulldogs were quick to the
attack, forging to a 15-6 lead at
the first quarter horn on field
goal accuracy of John Shepherd,
Ward Bushart and Beadles.
While Tilghman came to life
briefly in the second period the
Bulldogs sported a look of con-
fidence that was soon justified by
an 11-point halftime lead. As the
two teams trooped to the half-
time dressing rooms, the score-
board read Fulton 32, Tilghman
21.
Don Harria, Dave Gourieux
and Ray Gregory ignited the Tor-
nado somewhat in the third quar-
ter and Fulton City's lead began
to melt away.
But the Bulldogs tightened
their defenses, sent Beadles after.
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Light-footed comfort in
soft, supple leather
!SORORITY
Comfy° Slippers
AA - B
5-10
Bone Only
FRY'S SHOE STORE
LAKE STREET FULTON
Kennedy's Father Feared For Son's
Life, Newspaper Editor Reveals
Charles J. Lewin, editor of the
New Bedford Standard-Times,
recalls a conversation he had with
the late President's father, Joseph
P. Kennedy, three years ago.
Lewin said that the elder Ken-
nedy told him at the time—two
weeks after the 1960 election—
"every night I get down on my
knees and pray to God that Jack
can get out of the Presidency, that
he won't have to assume office."
Lewin said:
"I had telephoned my friend at
Hyannis Port on that Sunday
night to discuss with him the ac-
tion of a group of politicians who
Toddy Miles Is
New President
Of UC Chamber
Members of the Union City
and Obion County Chamber of
Commerce board of directors have
elected Charles W. (Toddy) Miles
III president of the countywide
organization, to succeed Dave M.
Shatz, president for the past year.
The election of Mr. Miles, four
vice presidents and a treasurer
came by unanimous vote. All new
officers will be installed and be-
gin their duties at the annual
chamber banquet, set for Tuesday,
Dec. 3.
COLON
DINETTE SET
from the
heart of
New England
FIVE PIECE
DINETTE SET
1191195
Here Is all the craftsmanship and simplicity
of good design of an earlier America
brought up to date. Made in
New England, of solid northern birch,
where timeless designs in liveable
furniture originated, these pieces are per-
fect for today's homes. The mellow
tones and highlights are achieved by hand
rubbing. The sleigh back chairs are
particularly comfortable and durable. The
36x46 inch table extends to 56 inches
seating six comfortably.
The matching HUTCH CABINET
is equipped with casters for
easy moving and costs only
(Size 34x181/2. Height 63 inches;
Fulton Hardware & Furniture Co.
208 LAKE STREET PHONE I
119.95
were on their way to Palm Beach,
Fla., to see the President-elect
regarding the electoral votes of
Louisiana.
"'To hell with it,' Joe Kennedy
said, 'if you have to make deals
for these electoral votes, you
couldn't get the right start with
the American people. The Ken-
nedys would never make such a
deal.'"
Lewin also quoted Joseph Ken-
nedy as saying at the time: "We
have found out that the state of
the country is so bad that I hope
Jack never takes the Presidency
He could always remain as Sen-
ator."
Combs Praises
Late President
For Slate Help
"During this tragic interval in
world history," said Gov. Bert
Combs during a special halftime
program at the Kentucky-Tennes-
se fooetball game Saturday, "as
the world mourns the loss of our
leader, it is time for us to rededi-
cate ourselves."
Combs, who joined University
of Kentucky President Dr. John
Oswald in the memorial to the
assassinated President Kennedy,
said there was a need to have
"charity and understanding to
the end that we may be better
Kentuckians and better Ameri-
cans."
He described Kennedy as "a
good friend of Kentucky . . . and
he will be sorely missed."
Oswald said, -"This tragic loss
has fallen heavy on the college-
age youth because Kennedy sym-
bolized their hopes and aspira-
tions."
Prayers were led by the Rev.
Donald Herren, pastor of the
Southern Hills Methodist Church
in Lexington.
SHOP EARLY FOR CHRISTMAS
NOW Thru SATURDAY
ALL SEATS _ 75c
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COLOR
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'TOUR FOR THE
MORGUE"
STARTS SUNDAY
MAN-HUNTER '
Hunted by ,
killer- 4'
gang!
AUDIE 1ATIRPHY
the ball and then on to the bas-
ket for score after score. Tilgh-
man fans knew the end was near
-fvr their Bluemen wh -1 Fulton
pushed its lead t 51-34 at the
end of the third period
Tilghman had moments in
the final quarter. Sophomore
Norman Dunigan ignited a spark
with a strong shooting display that
may have earned him a right to
some starting action during the
season.
Dunigan came in to tally eight
points in between Fulton baskets
'and enabled the Tornado to play
on a near-even keel with the
Bulldogs in the last stanza. Fulton
outscored Tilghman 24-20 in the
last eight-minute segment, how-
ever.
Beadles was easily the player
of the game. Not only were his
defensive efforts the sharpest by
far, but his point total of 24 was
over twice that of any Tilghman
player.
Shepherd and Bushart gave
Beadles strong support as they
cashed in 15 points each, rounding
out the double-figure attack by
the winners.
Harris and Gregory each netted
11 markers and Gourieux chimed
in with 10.
The game wr.is the season open-
er for both teams.
—Paducah Sun
Sunbeam FRYPAN
Takes over all top-of-the-stove
cooking—electrically, automatical-
ly. Perfect frying—check guide, set
control in handle; leave the rest
to Sunbeam efficiency.
2-Bike TOASTER
Saves space and money. Budget-
priced, and 40% smaller than or-
dinary toasters. But, BIG on
performance. Fully automatic.
•
"Happy Holidays from Old Joe
The sante Sae boarbon
in a magnificent new
gilt decanter and hatera.
carton at Ise extra cost "
4 .55
FIFTH
Bottled in Bond Kentucky Streight Bourbon Whiskey
Old Joe Distilling Co., Lawrenceburg, Kentucky
THAT SHOW YOU CARE
IN A SPECIAL WAY I
Shop now to assure those special gifts for special
people. A small deposit lays your choice away until
December 24th1 Or, take advantage of our 30-day
charge account plan — there's no carrying charge.
DOMINION
HAIR
DRYER
& VANITY
$9.97
Portable—with both hot and cool
comfort settings. Faster than salon
dryers! Whisper quiet. Bonus, too
—lift the lid of the control box to
find a luxurious vanity cam
144"(14.Ar‘r4/T E441*
A—HOBNAIL LAMP—charm for her vanity. 17"
tall. Quaint colonial styling. Milk-white lamp
with polished brass trim. Colonial on/off key
switch. Base lights up, too 8.93
B—HURRICANE LAMPS—an old favorite in mod-
ern dress. 91/2" high. Flameproof glass chimneys
shine with gold. Removed, the 22K gold-plated
bases double as candleholders. Pair 5.95
5 pc. BRIDGE SET
Unusual value, outstanding giftl 4
chairs fold flat in seconds, pack
tightly in less than 12" of space.
Contour-curved—you can really re-
lax. Dependable Duran upholstery
resists all trouble, takes a beating,
wipes new in seconds. Ebony enam-
eled fravn• with charcoal; metallic
tan frame with mocha or beige.
Chairs only, Table only,
each each 7.98
CLOCK t 10 QC
RADIO 'y
For real efficiency in the kitch-
er. art this clock radio. Turns
appliances off and on. Accu-
rate time keeper, fine radio.
GENERAL ILJICTIUG
smart kitchen CLOCK
Handsome is as handsome does—
choose metallic copper or chrome
finish. Easy to read dial 11.98
Revere gift Idea
MEASURING CUP
only 99c
Clever — useful in 1001 ways. A
measure, butter or chocolate
wormer, ivy planter, etc. In a
sturdy self-mailer—you'll want to
send I.
208 LAKE STREET 
Fulton Hardware & Furniture Co.
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• AUSTIN SPRINGS
mrs. Carey Meads
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Jones and
children, Freddie Ray and Edna
Marie, left Saturday for their
home in Akron, Ohio after a visit
with parents, Mr. and Mrs. Dave
Mathis, this village, and other
relatives around this section.
Reverend Russell Rodgers filled
his appointment at New Salem
this past Sunday at 11 A. M. and
also the evening service, which
followed the Baptist Training
Union. Last Monday, members
gathered for a memorial service
honoring the late President, John
Fitzgerald Kennedy. Wednesday
night, as the church met for mid-
week prayer service, the newly-
elected pastor, Reverend Rodgers,
was given an old-fashioned
pounding. Gifts and food were
given in abundance and he and
Mrs. Rodgers are most grateful.
Mrs. Mary Dunn is doing as well
as expected at Lourdes Hospital
in Paducah where she has under-
gone surgery on her hip. Her in-
jury was sustained in a fall sev-
eral days ago. All of her many
friends wish her a speedy re-
covery.
Funeral services were held for
Mrs. Kittye Farmer Estes at Doug
Murphy Funeral Home in Martin,
Term. this past Sunday afternoon
at 2 o'clock with interment in
Tansil Cemetery, near Sharon.
Mrs. Estes was the daughter of
the late Mr. and Mrs. Bennie
Farmer, who were former resi-
dents here. She survived by her
husband, a brother of Neal Farm-
er.
Bro. Charles Wall filled his ap-
pointment at Knob Creek Church
of Christ this past Sunday at 11
A. M.
News from the bedside of Mr.
Luney Murrel of Akron, Ohio, is
that there is no immediate im-
provement in the Veteran of
World War I. He remains about
the same. He has been in bed
during the past several months.
We extend every good wish to
his bedside.
Geneva,—Fernando Alvarez, a
30-year-old Cuban librarian for
the International Labor Office,
was found stabbed to death in his
Geneva apartment Monday.
Authorities refused to speculate
whether politics was involved.
They said Alvarez, nude, was
stabbed four times in the chest
and back with a long, sharp
blade. The weapon was missing.
e•
SHOP EARLY FOR CHRISTMAS
•
AA - B
5 - 10
•
The magic
of the Orient
captured in
"BANGKOK"
Comfy Slippers
BLACK
MING BLUE
WHITE
FRY'S SHOE STORE
LAKE STREET FULTON
First To Land On Airstrip
GREETING WORKMEN at the Paintsville-Prestonsburg airport is Gov. BertCombs (center) just after landing on the $192,000 facility. The Governor'splane was the first to land on the new 2,800 feet runway. This is the 18th newairstrip built since 1959 in Kentucky.
Hunting Seasons, Hindered By Drought,
Amended So That Hunters Can Enjoy It
Hunting seasons that were in-
terrupted by the recent fire haz-
ards in Kentucky have been a-
mended so that hunters will be
permitted to enjoy the full num-
ber of days originally designated,
Minor Clark, commissioner of the
Department of Fish and Wildlife
Resources, reported today follow-
ing a poll of members of the Fish
and Wildlife Resources Commis-
sion.
The archery deer hunting sea-
son which was due to close on
November 15 but in which the
hunters lost 15 days, has been ex-
tended from November 15 through
November 20 with a later season
opening on December 6 and ex-
tending through December 15.
Hunting is permitted in the 48
open counties which have been
previously designated.
The first phase of the squirrel
season was due to close on Oc-
tober 31 but hunters lost 13 days.
These days have been added to
the end of the second phase of the
RUPTURE
irs HERE
rhe Sensational New Invention
Sutherland's "MD* Tram
No Belts — No Straps —
No Odors
Appi oved by Doctors — Tha
World's Most Comfortable
Truss
I CITY DRUG CO.408 Lake St. F al ton
num JACKETS $5
Men's 1st. Quality
Grey - Green - Khaki
WORK PANTS __ $3
Matching Shirts __ $2
Men's 1st. Quality
DRESS PANTS _ $3
FOAM MATTRESS
TOPPER
For Full Size Bed
$1
Flexible Neck
DESK LAMPS _ _ $1
To Match Above
BED LAMPS __ _ _ $1
8 - Foot Battery
Booster Cable Set
$1
40 Foot
Extension Cord _ _ $1
"EIVD" Brand Boys
Corduroy Jeans $2.99
Sizes 6 - 16
Ladies
Quilted Dusters __ $3
Fancy Christmas
Door Wreaths ___ $2
Ideal for Instant Coffee!
4-Cup Elec.
RREWMASTER $1
Mens,- Boys
SWEAT SHIRTS $1
4 - Piece Metal
CANISTER SET
 
$1
Large Assortment
Artifical Christmas
Flowers
USE OUR LAY -
AWAY PLAN
Mens & Boys White and
Colored
CREW SOX 3 Pr. $1
TV LAMPS _ _ $1
Christmas Cards
Two Boxes For $1
Floor-Stand
ASH TRAYS ___ $1
Lined Plastic
DRAPES __ 2 Pr. $1
Ready-Made (Total 20)
CHRISTMAS BOWS
Poxes
Giant Sized Box Xmas
WRAPPING PAPER
6 Rolls, Reg. $1.98
$1
Large Selection
TOYS 10c to $15
WAND L
DOLLAR STORE
FULTON AND HICKMAN WENDAL AND LOMSE BUTTS
season which opens in both the
eastern and western zones on No-
vember 21. The new ending date
for the western area is December
15 while for the eastern zone the
season will end on December 31.
Twelve days were lost to the
archery deer and turkey hunters
on Kentucky Woodlands and this
was compensated for by the ad-
dition of split seasons to open on
December 2 and continue through
December 7; reoPen on December
7; and continue through Decem-
ber 14.
New dates for the archery deer
hunt on Bluegrass Ordinance area
near Richmond are as follows:
November 16-17; November 23-
24, and November 30-December
1, while the gun deer season on
that area will be on December 7
and 8. The Ft. Campbell gun deer
season has been reset for Novem-
ber 23 and 24 with either sex
deer harvestable while the arch-
ery season on this area will coin-
cide with the statewide season.
Shooting preserves, which were
due to close on March 31, will get
an extension ending on April 14.
A primitive weapons season, on
a designated area in Bath and
Menifee counties, has been charg-
ed with the archery season ex-
tending from November 2 through
November 29. The gun season for
deer is unchanged, Nov. 27, 28,
29, 30 and Dec. 1. The squirrel
season has been set for Nov. 21
through December 31, while the
grouse season, December 1 through
January 29, is unchanged. Only
muzzle loading rifles and muzzle
loading shotguns and long bows
and crossbows may be used in this
designated area. Two days lost in
the dove season will be added to
the second phase of the season if
approved and signed by Stewart
Udall, Secretary of the Interior.
Negro Plan Boycott
In Ló s Angeles
LOS ANGELFS The national
director of the Congress of Racial
Equality says his organization
will launch a Christmas boycott
of Los Angeles stores that prac-
tice discrimination in employ-
ment.
Boycotts of chain stores that
practice discrimination will being
on a national scale next Easter,
Director James Farmer added.
FIRST PICK IS SUCCESSOR
Rome — When Pope Paul VI
the first cardinal named by the
was Archbishop of Milan he was
late Pope John XXIII.
ARGUS by, FOSTORIA
An elegant flint glass
reproduction from theHairy Ford Museum collection.
A. NUDDLESTON CO.
Main Street
Shots Fired
Into Newspaper
One shot smashed a hole in the
Ledger and Times newspaper of-
fice window there Friday after-
noon and another shot was fired
over the building, Jim Williams,
editor, said.
Williams said the shots were
fired by two Negro youths from
an alley across the street from
the newspaper building. In his
opinion, he said, the shots were
not fired "with malicious intent."
Persons were working in the
office at the time. A hole about
the size of a silver dollar was
left in the plate glass window in
the front of the building and
splinters of glass were hurledinto the room.
The shots were believed to havebeen fired from a .38 caliberpistol.
HAVE FUN!
There'll be some leisurely days
in the life of R. H. Merrell from
now on. The popular city em-
ployee who had been with the
City of Fulton for 20 years has
retired. He was always looked
upon as one of those dependable
people who was always on the
job. City Manager Jim Robey said
Mr. Merrell will be greatly miss-
ed.
..•10111.
SHOP EARLY FOR CHRISTMAS
Veterans Contact All.
To Be Here Dec. 13
Roy W. Hargrove, a Contact
Representative of the Kentucky
Disabled Ex-Service Men's Board
will be present on December 13,
at the / aerican Legion Hall in
Fulton, to assist veterans and their
dependents with ,claims for bene-
fits due them as a result of their
military service.
WALKER'S
DELUXE
The elegant straight bourbon
that's aged twice as long
as a lot of others. Enjoy
extra years of mellowness
at no extra cost.
FIFTHS
PIN Co $339
1/2
 
PINT $1.'iu -
SlitAel BOURBON *051"
8 YEARS IAD • "6 r 'MI01
HIRAM WALKER SON; 'NI: liana
You Are Cordially Invited To Visit The
PARK TERRACE GIFT SHOP
SOUTH FULTON, TENNESSEE
Largest and most Complete Selections of gifts in West Ten-
nessee & Kentucky for Christmas, Wedding, Birthday &
Bridge Prizes.
We specialize in Pakula, Whiting & Davis Jewelry, Flower arrange-ments, Brass, Cut Crystal, Lamps, Candles, of all kinds, MolecWood, L. G. Wright, Glass, tivets, Westmoreland Milk Glass, Pic-tures, Plaques, Corning ware, Ceramics, Pottery, Toys, over 100 dif-ferent collections of dolls, Barbie, Tresie dolls and a beautiful ward-robe, locally handmade clothes.
In Our Shop there are over 65 companies represeited plus
many handmade articles by local people.
For an evening of entertainment, dine at the Park TerraceRestaurant and browse around in our gift Shop.Plan To Book your Xmas parties early before all of the good ' datesare filled! Phone 611, 45-E Hwy. South Fulton, Tennessee.
FREE PARKING FOR OVER 150 CARS
SONNY AND VADA PUCKETT
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Presenting . . . The South Fulton High School Senior Class
South Fulton Elementary In Fourth Year of Advanced Reading Plan
South Fulton Elementary School is now in their
fourth year of an advanced reading program. Eight
rooms of the 4th, 5th, and 6th grade participate in this
program. This program was first started while W. L.
Cottrell was Principal and has been advanced and im-
proved by K. M. Winston, Principal.
Teachers participating are as
follows: Mrs. Dessie Coltharp,
Mrs. Mary Hawes, Mrs. Pauline
Schwerdt, Mrs. Earline Holladay,
Mrs. Virginia Hancock, Miss
Katherine Bradshaw, Mrs. Carlene
Jolley, and Mrs. Marearet Gray.
This advanced program is con=
ducted four days a week,, Mon-
day, Tuesday, Thursday and Fri-
day. At the beginning of each se-
mester, reading achievement
tests, such as Stanford, California,
Bray-Votaw-Rogers, etc. are given
to all students. After they are
graded, the students are placed in
the reading grade level that they
might attain, all the way from
2.0 to 10.5 as were the scores this
year. Suitable material for such
of these particular groups has
been purchased during the past
four years. Probably the first 2
years, the program was more of a
Joplin plan, but in 1962, S R A,
Science Research Associates, la-
boratories were installed in sev-
eral of the rooms, at a cost of
$49.50 per laboratory.
The Civitan Club contributed
$100.00 in 1962 which was used to
purchase 2 laboratories. Mrs. Col-
Greenfield Monument Works
In Opersdon 11 Years
• Large Display •
* Well Lighted At Night •
* Open Sunday Afternoons •
Fulton
Call 124
J. B. MANESS & SONS Greenfield
Greenfield, Tenn. AD 5-2293
You'll Say they're delktcrusl
BARBECUED RIBS
FROM THE KEG RESTAURANT
Lake Street Fulton. Ky.
 1
•-•1111:1
ATKINS, REAMS and TAYLOR
FOR YOUR
• FARM AND AUTO INSURANCE
• FARMER'S LIABILITY COVERAGE
FARM LOANS
OFFICE PHONE 5 1•11 MAIN STREET
rtlimos, KENTUCKY
tharp's room and the Jr. Hi. was
fortunate enough to have one
each. Then the school purchased
two more out of their internal
funds and this year, the P. T. A.
has ordered four more, which
have not arrived as yet. Mrs.
Dorothy Smith, who teaches the
3rd grade, purchaqed one last
spring, which was adapted to her
third grade group. When the last
order is received, the school will
be the proud possessor of eleven
new labs. All of this material is
in addition to the numerous texts
that have been purchased locally
for each room and the reading
texts supplied by the county.
These SFtA reading laboratories
are of various grade levels, such
as III, IIG, IIB, IIA, IC, 1B, etc.
Also 4a1f-testing workbooks are
supplied by each child and each
laboratory is so arranged by colors
that a child may read on his own
level and compete only with him-
self.
The teachers and the students
are enthusiastic about this pro-
gram and the administration is
well satisfied with this program
because from one-half to one
grade Nrvel improvement is seen
each semester. According to Mrs.
Coltharp, who is teaching second
from the highest grade level in
reading and who has had special-
ized college training in this field,
she states that "when the pro-
gram was first started in her
group, four years ago, the same
grade level group is reading 2
grades ahead".
The administration realizes that
the program still has flaws but
together with the teachers and
students, new plans can be formu-
lated to improve this program.
South Fulton Elementary Fully
realizes that one of the most im-
portant things outside of teaching
children their social responsibility
in a free society and how to be
a good citizen, is to be able to
read.
Falling Tombstone
Kills Gravedigger
Munich, Germany, — Sebastian
Kindl, 62, a gravedigger, was
killed Monday night when he
tried to climb the cemetery wall
and was crushed by a gravestone
he grabbed for support. He was
climbing the wall because he had
misplaced the key to the ceme-
tery gate.
86 PROOF
KENTUCKY
TAVERN
Taste what extra age can do—
taste
that flavor
through
and through!
KENT'LICIKIF TAVERN
AMERICA'S BEST PREMIUM BOURBON, PROUDLY PRESENTED BY GLENMORE DISTILLERIES COMPANY. LOUISVILLE-CAVENSBORO,
KENTUCKY. .8-YEAR
-OLD KENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOURBON WHISKEY, 86 PROOF; ALSO AVAILABLE IN 100 PROOF BOTTLED-IN-BOND
Fulton Hi Honor
Roll Announced
The following Fulton High stu-
dents making all A's for the sec-
ond six weeks period are:
Seniors, Lynn Holloway, Jan
Warren, Linda Werren.
Juniors, Jerry Wells, Nancy
Trees, Helen Worley.
Sophomores, Rodney Foster,
Roy Rogers, Jeannie Hinton, Carol
Pigue, Sara Jane Poe, Cecelia
Wright.
Freshmen, Mike Campbell
Steve Jones, John Reed, Randel
Roper.
Others making the Honor Roll,
all A's and B's, are:
Seniors, Terry Beadles, Joel
Henderson, Tommy Wade, Fred
die Wells, Sandra Ballow, Caro-
linda Hales, Sally Hall, Jo Ann
Haman, Judy Hoodenpyle, Nanc
Lacewell, Kerry Overby, Ma
Virginia Page.
Juniors, Charles Allen, And
Batts, Ken Morgan, Stuart Voel-
pel, Terry Willingham, Shirle
Bard, Judy Barron, Betty Bennett
Sylvia Carden, Phyllis Crocker,
Jennifer Duncan, Jane Edwards,
Carol Luther, Sally Pirtle, Susa
Walker.
Sophomores, Paul Bates, Loy.
Bone, Leslie Cheatham, Lee Engel,
Lowell Grooms, Wayne Lohaus,
Betty Beadles, Anita Bondurant
Lynn Dallas, Laura Hefley, Jud
Lambert, Mary Elizabeth Mitchell,
Judy Olive, Mary Jo Pawlukie
wicz, Peggy Reams.
- Freshmen, Henry Armstrong,
Ronnie Bennett, Ronnie Burrow,
David Hazelwood, Buddy Hefley,
Carlton Myers, Carbie Lou Bolin,
Marjorie Collier, Brenda Downs,
Brenda McBride, Joyce Tharp.
SHOP EARLY FOR CHRISTMAS
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JFK Promised
Once To Break
20-Year Jinx
litigillFwtowtwz -
An author who was a friend of
the late President said Sunday
that John F. Kennedy remarked
with a laugh in 1960 that if he
were elected president he would
break the chain of deaths of presi-
dents elected in 20-year intervals.
Stefan Lorant said he brought
up the subject in a visit with Ken-
nedy in Washington before he was
nominated.
Lorant said Kennedy chuckled
and said:
"If I'm nominated and get elect-
ed I promise you I will break the
jinx.',
Lorant, a resident of Massa-
chusetts, wrote "The Presidency,"
a historical account of president-
ial elections.
Starting with 1840, every Presi-
dent elected at 20-year intervals
died or was assassinated in office.
SHOP EARLY FOR CHRISTMAS
TO HELP PROTECT
THE "PRIME OF UFE"
You've been hopimi for a for-
mulls like this—with extra po-
tency to support a positive sense
of Ivan-beim; and mental alertp
ness. It provides important lipo-
tropes, u well as the more cons-
plete vitamia-mineral protection
desirable for the Mature adult.
GERIATRIC
Capsules
CITY mum co.
FULTON, KY
ATTENTION:
Air-Cured Tobacco Growers
First sale of the season will be held on the big MAYFIELD
MARKET Thursday, December 12. Five big warehouses in
Mayfield are now receiving for the opening sale.
Three air-cured sales will be held before the holidays on
December 12, December 16, and December 19.
For efficient service, courteous treatment, and the high-
est highest prices, sell your air-cured tobacco in Mayfield.
J. B. Humphries Warehouses, No. 1 and No. 2
Mayfield Looseleaf Floor
Mayfield Tobacco Company
Ligon Brothers Warehouse
raw*
Come have a week-end Of
*
in Louisville!
In addition to wonderful shopping
opportunities, Downtown Louisville offers
a thousand diversions and entertainments,
these days.
Study the partial list at the right. And,
for that business convention or meeting
you're planning, don't forget the "NEW"
Brown Theatre * Churchill Downs and
Its fabulous Kentucky Derby Museum *
Art Museums * Zachary Taylor's home
* General Electric's enormous Appliance
Park—great distilleries and cigarette fac-
tories, at which visitors are welcome * A
full-scale Planetarium * The Ohio River
and the tremendous locks around the Falls
' * The wonderful new downtown Conven-
tion Center—featuring athletic events,
exhibits, etc., continuously *
Plan an expedition to Louisville—and
Make your Headquarters at either the
'"New" Brown or the "New" Kentucky.
Both have been greatly refurbished—are
more luxurious and more comfortable than
ever!
Tit& "Neap'
BROWN HOTEL
FoUrth at Broadway • Telephone JU 4-1311
Nov. 28-30—New York Theatre, "Mary, Mary." Brown
Theatre, 8:30 P.M. Matinee, 2:30 P.M., 30th.
Dee. 3 & 4—Louisville Orchestra. Elisabeth Schwarzkopf,
Soprano, guest soloist. Brown Theatre, 8:30 P.M.
Matinee. 3:00 P.M., 4th.
Dec. 11 & 12—Kentucky Opera Association, "The Abduc-
*Ion From The Seraglio," Mozart Opera. Brown
Theatre. 8:30 P.M.
Dec. 13, 14 & 20—High School Basketball. Convention
Center. Ahrens vs. Louisville Country Day at 7:30
P.M.; Trinity vs. Eastern at 9:00 P.M. on the 13th.
Shawnee vs. Bishop David at 7:30 P.M.; Trinity
vs. l_exington Dunbar at 9:00 P.M. on the 14th.
Trinity vs. Caldwell County at 7:30 P.M.; DeSeles
vs. Central at 9:00 P.M. on the 20th.
Dec. 16-21—New York Theatre, "Camelot." Brown The-
atre, 830 P.M. Matinee, 2:30 P.M., 18th and 21st.
Dec. 26 & 27—Trinity Invitational Basketball. Convention
Center. Competing teams will be Male, Central,
Owensboro Senior, Daviess County, East Hardin,
Breckinridge County and Olive Hill. Times un-
known at this date.
Jan. 3 & 4—High School Basketball. Convention Center.
Trinity vs. ? at 7:30 P.M.; DeSales vs. Covington
Catholic at 9:00 P.M. on 3rd. DeSales vs. Newport
Catholic at 7:30 P.M.; Trinity vs. Owensboro Sr.
at 9:00 P.M. on 4th.
Jan. 6-8—New York Theatre, "Stop The World-1 Want To
Get Off." Brown Theatre, 8:30 P.M. Matinee, 2:30
P.M., 8th.
Jan. 17, 24 & 25—High School Basketball. Convention
Center. Lexington Catholic vs. Trinity at 7:30 P.M.;
Lexington Dunbar vs. DeSales at 9:00 P.M. on
17th. Trinity vs. Seneca at 8:45 P.M. on 24th.
Trinity vs. Waggener at 8:45 P.M. on 25th.
Jan. 18—Basketball, U. of L. vs. Georgia Tech, Conven-
ticn Center, 3:30 P.M.
Jan. 20, 21, 22—New York Theatre, "Beyond The Fringe."
Brown Theatre, 8:30 P.M. Matinee, 2:30 P.M.. 22nd.
Jan. 30-Feb. 1—New York Theatre, "Who's Afraid Of Vir-
ginia Woolf?" Brown Theatre, 8:30 P.M. Matinee,
2:3Q P.M., Feb. 1.
Apr. 16, 17 & 18—New York Theatre, "Never Too Late."
Brown Theatre, 8:30 P.M. Matinee, 2:30 P.M., 18th.
Tit& -New-N
KENTUCKY HOTELN
Fifth at Walnut • Telephone JU 7-1181
The Choralairs, singing group
at The University of Tennessee
Martin Branch under the direc-
tion of Miss Harriet Fulton, will
present a program of Christmas
music Tuesday night, December
10 at 7 o'clock in the Music-
Drama Building.
The choral numbers will in-
clude appropriately the "Fanfare
for Christmas," a cappella ar-
rangements of "Beautiful Savior"
and "The Carol of the Bells,"
"While By My Sheep" with an
antiphonal echo quartet and a
medley of Christmas carols.
BINGO!
There'll be double bingo fun for
the employees of the Illinois Cen-
tral Railroad. On December 13
one will be at the One and All
Club at 7 p. m. and the other
will be at Loretta's Grill at 6:30
p. m. Friday, December 6.
BREATHITT—
„Continued from Page One)
scheduled to make speeches are
the new governor, Waterfield and
Combs.
Lt. Gov. Wilson Wyatt broke
precedent by speaking at the 1959
inauguration of Combs, and Wa-
terfield has decided to speak also.
After the ceremony, Breathitt's
first official act will be the swear-
ing in of his adjutant general.
Breathitt will hold his first
press conference as governor at
4 p. m. in the Senate caucus
room.
From 7:30 p. m. to 10 p. m., a
reception for Breathitt and Wa-
terfield will be held at the State
Capitol.
The inaugural ball will follow
at 10:30 p. m. at the capitol. In
addition, four inaugural balls will
be held at various places in
Frankfort.
VACCINE AGAIN
• On Tuesday, December 17, all
three types of oral Sabin vaccine
will be given at the Fulton Health
Department. Any persons who
havie not had the vaccine should
call at the Health Department on
that date.
SCHOOL LEADERS—
(Continued From Page One)
money comes fro various other
sources.
Dr. J. M. Dod—a, executive
secretary of the Kentucky Edu-
cation Association, urged a high-
er local tax ceiling in a story in
the 10EA publication, Kentucky
School Journal.
"The problem now has become
critical. Most school systems in
Kentucky are levying the maxi-
mum $1.50 tax rate and still are
unable to provide the 'quality' in
their school program for which
the people of their communities
are asking,” he said in part.
Education sources said any
figures comparing Kentucky's lo-
cal rate with charges in other
states would carry little meaning
because of possible differences in
the assessment ratio and the total
value of property to be taxed.
These sources also.gave no esti-
mate of what revenue- a $2 ceil- I
ing in Kentucky might add.
If approved, the law would be I
permissive rather than manda-
tory. Thus, a (Imp board could
determine its needs and to reach
that goal set a tax rate at any
figure below the ceiling. Some I
might charge $1.60, for example,'
others $1.75 and still others $2.
LIQUORS
Corner 4t & Ky. Ayes; Across from Puckett Service Station
BUEL ROGERS, General Mgr. Phone 1100 May we serve you'
A complete line of Liquor, Wine, Beer
"IT'S CHEAPER — BUY THE CASE"
Actu_lly, )me school diztricts
charge more than $1.50. Lny ex-
cess, though., carries voter a7prov-
al and generally represents a tax
for a special purpose, such as un-
derwriting a building program.
These taxes are r a fixed time
and carry a specific rate.
Dodson explained the state's
share of school money had in-
creaseed substantially, principally
from the three per cent sales tax.
OATS MGR
NO BITE! 
MELLOW-MASH YELLOWSTONE
s 4 8 5 4"QT $1. 5 5 /2 NT
YELLOWSTONE
The Greatest American Whiskey
KENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOURBON. ALSO 100 PROOF BOTTLED.
IN-BOND. YELLOWSTONE 01ST.. LOUISVILLE-OWENSBORO, KY.
SUPER RIGHT FULLY MATURED BEEF
•11.
STEAK SALE!
PORTERHOUSE
89Lb.orT-Bone c
SIRLOIN
Choice
Cuts Lb. 79c
ROUND
Center
Cuts
Lb. 69
Super RightChuck Roast Cut Blade.....Beef. Center Lb. 49g Rib Roast FE(
Spare Ribs Small SizesSuper RightLean Meaty  39g Hams
JANE PARKER BOSTON (Save 8c)
Brown
VICTORY
Cream Cheese
25g
27g
Apple Pie
Bag-O-Bread
tat 3
Ribs
lb.
890
)1st 5
7-In.
Ribs Lb.
Cut...8
CANNED 
Southern Star Lb. 
Can
U. S. D. A. INSPECTED
FRYERS
Sliced Bacon Sale!
ALL GOOD
I-Lb.
Pkg. 2 Lb. 69C
39c Pkg.
Super Right
Sliced
Thin
1-Lb.
Pkg.
490
THICK SLICED
2 89ft
(8 Half Slices)
79C Pineapple Summer Isle
499 Wieners
CUT-UP, SPLIT or
QUARTERED  Lb. 29e
Skinless ( 49c
NO LIMIT — NONE SOLD TO DEALERS
Whole Lb. 25c
Cashews 1:.b.790 Semi Boneless HamA&P8.. 
I Save 
Whole
PGoKideern
S. 18o j Es. 390 Corn  el
Jane
Parker.... Di 23c2". 99$ Beefs A&P Sliced A&P2 18-0z. Cans Whole 
8 oz. Can 10c
1-Lb. )2
Pkg.
PLb.kg. 95ftSuperRight
Lb. 69c
8;t::89$ Margarine Ann "b. 89'Page. •• ••-• ......
or Coconut 10o EC:sal:29°.25 Morton sPies
A,Fropzien. peach Save
LA Can 
V
Tomato Ann Page 101/2-0z. Anti- MarvelLesser Quantities Sold at Reg. Retails
Samsonite
FOLDING TABLE
Rog. 8.95 Value
Only $399 With 25.00 In
A&P Cash
Register Tapes
Samsonite
MATCHING CHAIR
Available
Monday. Dec. 16
$399 With 15.00
Only In A&P CashRegister Tapes
Campbells., (8101/2-0-) Can 1 0° Prest oneCans 29c Freeze ( Gal. sal1. Gal. 1"
BANANAS
Fla.
Grapefruit :ir,;:tlrenks 8
Oranges Full of Juice Florida 5
Lb.
Bag
Lb.
Bag
A REAL
VALUE..  • ,IP • VIII • • .•-•-rirorrereretryfemomamare-- _• 10'
690 Pole Beans =1, 2 lb. 29c
59g- Carrots ;r:nedh.r. ...... 25gLbRag
SPARKLE CHRISTMAS CARDS WITH GUTTER ONNEDO NM.= box of 50 for 8(r
Robin Hood
FLOUR
SELF-RISING
25 219
1Light Tuna  
Nestles Quik 1-Lb. Ctn. )2 :tb,',.79'z
0' Chicken
Solid
Breast 7-Ox.39°Can
AJAX
CLEANSER
2 330 11-02.Cans
1-Lb. 4e)
7f
- 1-Lb.
4-0z.
Box
FAB
DETERGENT
320 S-Lb.IWOL
Palmolive 2 :aatr:29g Cashmere
Palmolive 4:: 41g Ad Deter"n".....".". 111-lobic 79g
Vel Liquid...115o Vel
Baggiesutim,..--7:44 Vel
Ala
Florient D.°d°rant 590 Actio
Liquid
Cleanser.m....
immommesse • Box
15-07..
Powdar. s 
32fSoap
Vol 
Beast, Bars
Reg. 39(4
1-PInt69
12-0z. 
• Pkg.
"Bottle 
gaggles Sandwich. of 50 29ft
11.0.39cn Bloaohm...., Box
Cashmere 4 Fe". 41g Ajax Floora wan "211:: 85gBouquet Soap "ri
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CLASSIFIED ADS
FOR SALE. Registered Chihua-
Ilia puppies, reasonable. Phone
1116J3, Fulton.
WANTED — Man or Woman on
part time basis to serve customers
in Fulton. Many deeding Raw-
leigh Products. Splendid oppor-
tunity with permanent income.
Write Rawleigh Dept. KYK-1071-
126 Freeport, Ill.
SEPTIC T ' :S CLEANED —
Prices reasonable. For free in-
spection phone 285-7982 Dz-ers-
burg, Tennessee.
FOR RENT: k ioor sanding ma-
-hine and electric floor polisher
and electric vary- . Ex-
change Furniture C
HOUSE FOR RENT, $30 per
month; 2 bedrooms, living room,
kitchen, dinette, and bath. Near
store, Post Office, and school bus.
Fletcher Williams, Crutchfield,
Kentucky-Telephone 1708W.
SAMSONITE LUGGAGE, 25%
off. The Leader Store, Lake
Street, Fulton.
TV ANTE. .AS. We i tall —
rrade-repair and move. Get our
prices. We service all makes TV.
Phone 307. Roper Television.
CHRISTMAS special: 2
-piece
sofa bed suite with nylon covers
and two end tables, coffee table
and lamp, all for $129.0 at Ex-
change Furniture Company, in
Fulton.
REBUILT like new: Studio
couch, brown, $59.50 special at
Exchange Furniture Company,
Fulton.
FEMALE HELP WANTED
Large corporation needs middle
aged lady to canvass this county.
Must have transportation, pleasing
peisynality, and ability to meet
people. Salary up to $1.50 per
hour. Please write Mrs. Betty
Chatellier Bo 1038 Paducah,
Kentucky, fOF Further Informa-
tion or apply at 621 1-2 Broadway
Paducah, Kentucky for Interview.
REGISTER TODAY for a free
hair dryer to be given away at the
City Drug Company on Christmas
Eve. There's no obligation to buy.
Just go in the City Drug Company
on Lake Street and register.
WALL PAPER—From 19c to 69c
per roll. Lowest prices, finest
quality, 500 patterns in stock. We
haul in our own trucks direct
from mill and pass on to you our
Mayfield Paint & Wallp--ser
217 West Broadway
May 14, Ky.
Dewey Johnson
All types of Insurance
SAVE! GET our
PACKAGE DEAL
"Covering everything"
ITTNB Choral Group
To Present Program
418 lake St
c'ulton, Phone 408
WE RENT - - -
Hospital beds
Baby beds
Vacuum Cleaners
Floor -polishers
WADE MIN. CO.
Phone 103 Fulton, Ky.
For The
BEST
and
CLEANEST
USED FURNITURE
buy U at
EXCHANGE
Furniture Company
Soaky Children'sLiquid Bath . 69c
Confidets
SANITARY_BAPKINS
of 
Pkg.
12 
37C
Northern -
Napkins
2 27Cof 80
Cold Water
All
Quart7&
All
AC1IV1 DETERGENT
(:) 19-111-0b.x  $209Box
Fluffy All
DETERGENT3 1_0„b. 79c
Dishwasher,
All1-41.-44)2. 44'Box
BEAUTY
Dove Soap.2::39c
PRICES IN THIS AD EFFECTIVE THRU SAT., DEC. 7
AMERICA'S FOREMOST FOOD MAIM ... SINCE 1889
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